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FOREWORD 

 

This dissertation tries to present and explain in a comprehensive yet summarized 

way the major findings obtained during several years of research in the field of 

Computational Fluid Dynamics applied to Naval Hydrodynamics. More precisely, the 

work has been focused in the study of the applicability of new approaches, namely Large 

Eddy Simulation (LES) and Level-Set functions, in the context of Unsteady Reynolds-

Averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) equations  to the study of highly complex flows as 

those usually generated by maneuvering ships. These types of phenomena could not be 

accurately modeled until very recent dates and doubts still arise about the quality of the 

results and the best approach to be used. Present work, by means of exhaustive 

verification and validation, tries to be another valuable step towards the well-known goal 

of a “computational model basin”. 

During his work, the author has benefitted from a privileged position, standing on 

the shoulders of two Giants: The Ship Hydrodynamics group, led by Prof. Fred Stern at 

the IIHR-Hydroscience and Engineering (The University of Iowa) and the Research 

Group, headed by Prof. Luis Pérez Rojas, of the Model Basin at the Technical University 

of Madrid (ETSI Navales). 

The first group is world-famous thanks to their numerous and substantial 

contributions to the Computational and Experimental Fluid Dynamics. Their CFDSHIP-

Iowa code, just to cite one example, has been one of the best tools reviewed in different 

Ship Hydrodynamics CFD workshops over the years. Besides, the Model Basin of the 

Technical University of Madrid has a great experience and has gained a deserved 

recognition among the rest of European ship research institutions. The excellent 

relationship between both groups made possible the present work. 

The work summarized in this dissertation has been carried out during several 

years. The Master of Science (MSc) degree obtained in the University of Iowa can be 
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considered the starting point. During this period, apart from a deeper understanding of the 

(Computer) Fluid Mechanics, knowledge on the use of the CFDSHIP-Iowa code was 

obtained as part of the work required to produce the Master’s thesis. 

After obtaining the Master’s degree in Science, an agreement was reached 

between the two groups mentioned earlier, allowing the author to continue using the 

CFDSHIP-Iowa code during his PhD studies at the Technical University of Madrid. In 

this way, the initial work could be developed and reached the present extent. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Computer Fluid Dynamics tools have already become a valuable instrument for 

Naval Architects during the ship design process, thanks to their accuracy and the 

available computer power. Unfortunately, the development of RANSE codes, generally 

used when viscous effects play a major role in the flow, has not reached a mature stage, 

being the accuracy of the turbulence models and the free surface representation the most 

important sources of uncertainty. Another level of uncertainty is added when the 

simulations are carried out for unsteady flows, as those generally studied in seakeeping 

and maneuvering analysis and URANS equations solvers are used. 

Present work shows the applicability and the benefits derived from the use of new 

approaches for the turbulence modeling (Detached Eddy Simulation) and the free surface 

representation (Level Set) on the URANS equations solver CFDSHIP-Iowa. Compared to 

URANS, DES is expected to predict much broader frequency contents and behave better 

in flows where boundary layer separation plays a major role. Level Set methods are able 

to capture very complex free surface geometries, including breaking and overturning 

waves. The performance of these improvements is tested in set of fairly complex flows, 

generated by a Wigley hull at pure drift motion, with drift angle ranging from 10 to 60 

degrees and at several Froude numbers to study the impact of its variation. 

Quantitative verification and validation are performed with the obtained results to 

guarantee their accuracy. 

The results show the capability of the CFDSHIP-Iowa code to carry out time-

accurate simulations of complex flows of extreme unsteady ship maneuvers. The Level 

Set method is able to capture very complex geometries of the free surface and the use of 

DES in unsteady simulations highly improves the results obtained. Vortical structures and 

instabilities as a function of the drift angle and Fr are qualitatively identified. Overall 
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analysis of the flow pattern shows a strong correlation between the vortical structures and 

free surface wave pattern. 

Karman-like vortex shedding is identified and the scaled St agrees well with the 

universal St value. Tip vortices are identified and the associated helical instabilities are 

analyzed. St using the hull length decreases with the increase of the distance along the 

vortex core (x), which is similar to results from other simulations. However, St scaled 

using distance along the vortex cores shows strong oscillations compared to almost 

constants for those previous simulations. The difference may be caused by the effect of 

the free-surface, grid resolution, and interaction between the tip vortex and other vortical 

structures, which needs further investigations.  

This study is exploratory in the sense that finer grids are desirable and 

experimental data is lacking for large α, especially for the local flow. More recently, high 

performance computational capability of CFDSHIP-Iowa V4 has been improved such 

that large scale computations are possible. DES for DTMB 5415 with bilge keels at α = 

20º were conducted using three grids with 10M, 48M and 250M points. DES analysis for 

flows around KVLCC2 at α = 30º is analyzed using a 13M grid and compared with the 

results of DES on the 1.6M grid by. Both studies are consistent with what was concluded 

on grid resolution herein since dominant frequencies for shear-layer, Karman-like, horse-

shoe and helical instabilities only show marginal variation on grid refinement. The 

penalties of using coarse grids are smaller frequency amplitude and less resolved TKE. 

Therefore finer grids should be used to improve V&V for resolving most of the active 

turbulent scales for all different Fr and α, which hopefully can be compared with 

additional EFD data for large α when it becomes available. 
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RESUMEN 

 

Las herramientas basadas en la Dinámica de Fluidos Computacional se han 

convertido en un útil instrumento para los Arquitectos Navales durante el diseño del 

buque, gracias a su precisión y a la capacidad de computación disponible hoy en día. Por 

desgracia, el desarrollo de los códigos RANSE, que son generalmente usados cuando los 

efectos viscosos han de ser modelados no ha madurado lo suficiente, siendo la precisión 

de los modelos de turbulencia y la representación de la superficie libre las fuentes de 

incertidumbre más importantes. Un nivel extra de incertidumbre aparece cuando las 

simulaciones son llevadas a cabo para flujos no estacionarios, como los que son 

generalmente analizados en los estudiados de comportamiento en la mar y 

maniobrabilidad y las ecuaciones URANS son utilizadas 

Este trabajo muestra la aplicabilidad y los beneficios obtenidos al usar nuevas 

opciones al modelar la turbulencia (Detached Eddy Simulation) y al representar la 

superficie libre  (Level Set) en el código URANSE CFDSHIP-Iowa. Comparado con el 

método URANS tradicional, el DES debería predecir un gama de frecuencias más amplia 

y dar mejores resultados en flujos donde la separación de la capa límite tiene una 

actuación destacada. Los métodos Level Set son capaces de capturar geometrías muy 

complicadas de la superficie libre, incluyendo olas que se rompen. El funcionamiento de 

estas mejoras es puesto a prueba en una serie de flujos complejos, generados por una 

carena Wigley en movimiento de deriva pura, con un ángulo de deriva variando desde 10 

hasta 60 grados y a varios números de Froude para estudiar también el impacto de su 

variación. 

Los resultados obtenidos, que son verificados y validados cualitativamente para 

garantizar su precisión, muestran la capacidad del código CFDSHIP-Iowa para llevar a 

buen puerto las simulaciones en el tiempo de los flujos complejos generados por buques 

maniobrando. El método Level Set es capaz de capturar las complejas geometrías de la 
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superficie libre y el uso de DES en flujos no estacionarios mejora significativamente los 

resultados obtenidos. Las estructuras vorticales y las inestabilidades son identificadas 

cualitativamente en función del ángulo de deriva y del número de Froude. El análisis del 

patrón del flujo muestra una fuerte correlación entre las estructuras vorticales y el patrón 

de olas de la superficie libre. 

Se detecta el desprendimiento de vórtices tipo ‘Karman’ y el número St obtenido 

casa bien con el valor universal. También se encuentran vórtices tipo ‘Tip’, analizándose 

la inestabilidad helicoidal asociada. El número St obtenido usando la longitud del casco 

disminuye al aumentar la distancia sobre el núcleo del vórtice (x), algo esperado tras 

otras simulaciones. Sin embargo, el número St obtenido utilizando la distancia sobre el 

propio núcleo muestra oscilaciones, comparado con los valores  casi constantes obtenidos 

en esas simulaciones. La diferencia puede deberse al efecto de la superficie libre, a la 

resolución de la malla o a la interacción entre el vórtice ‘Tip’ y otras estructuras 

vorticales y serían necesarias nuevas investigaciones. 

Este es un estudio exploratorio,  puesto que hubiera sido deseable utilizar mallas 

más refinadas y disponer de datos experimentales. Recientemente ha sido aumentada la 

capacidad del código CFDSHIP-Iowa V4 para ser ejecutado en entornos de alto 

rendimiento computacional, haciendo posible esos cálculos a gran escala. Se han 

realizado simulaciones para el DTMB 5415con quillas de balance a α = 20º con mallas de 

10, 48 y 250 millones de puntos. También se realizaron análisis de flujos alrededor del 

KVLCC2 a α = 30º  utilizando una malla de 13 millones de puntos, comparando los 

resultados con los obtenidos con una malla de 1,6 millones de puntos. Ambos estudios 

son consistentes con las conclusiones de este trabajo sobre la resolución de la malla, 

puesto que las frecuencias para halladas sólo muestran una variación marginal al refinar 

la malla. El precio a pagar por el uso de mallas gruesas es una menor amplitud de 

frecuencias y menor resolución de la ecuación de energía cinética. Por lo tanto, se debería 

utilizar mallas más refinadas para mejorar la verificación y validación de los resultados y 
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para resolver la mayoría de las escalas turbulentas activas para todos los ángulos de 

deriva y números de Froude y así compararlos con datos experimentales cuando estén 

disponibles. 
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CHAPTER 1.  INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation 

Computer Fluid Dynamics are nowadays a valuable tool for Naval Architects 

during the ship design process. In particular, they are widely used in several areas such as 

power prediction, propeller design, seakeeping and even time-accureate flood analysis. 

Experimental methods, although highly valuable, have the drawback of being unable to 

satisfy the dynamical similarity of gravitational and frictional forces between the model 

and the full scale ship. As a result, there are significant scale effects in the transformation 

of the flow obtained from the model, for example in the wake of full hulls with 

considerable flow separation [3]. These limitations, in addition to the increased accuracy 

of the models and the codes developed –benchmarked against experimental data- and 

associated with the enormous growth in available computational power finally convinced 

almost every designer about the benefits of the CFD methods. Even if building a model 

test is still necessary, the use of CFD saves time and money by identifying, among 

different possibilities, the most promising design. 

The evolution of these computational tools has not stopped since their initial 

stages. At the beginning, only inviscid schemes (e.g. Potential Flow Panel, Thin Ship 

Theory -following Mitchell’s [33] work- or Slender Body codes) could be used for the 

calculation of wave-making resistance in straight-ahead motion at moderate Froude 

numbers. The flow in these conditions is –or can be assumed- steady and simple and the 

IITC’57 formula is used to estimate the viscous drag. These methods, sharpened by some 

experience-driven factors, provided -and still do- acceptable results. 

However, other simulations require a much more accurate representation of the 

flow. Taking for example the optimization of a propeller, it is well-known how its 

performance depends on the incoming flow. Since the boundary layer grows thicker at 

the aft zone of the ship, it is crucial to model it in the simulation of the flow. The most 
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widely adopted approach including the viscous effects in the flow is the integration of the 

Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations. Even though the required 

computational power is much bigger, the amazing development in hardware over the last 

decades has allowed RANS equation tools to gain popularity among designers. 

Nevertheless, RANS equations present, clearly, a major drawback. Since time is 

not included in the equations, they can only be used to simulate steady flows. This 

limitation is overcome by the use of Unsteady RANS equations. 

The use of URANS in marine hydrodynamics is still quite immature compared 

with RANS due to the additional difficulties –e.g., the evolution of the free surface with 

time and the required accuracy of the turbulence model- unsteady flows impose to the 

solvers. The applicability of URANS and DES to predict organized vortical structures, 

instabilities, and turbulent structures was recently investigated using the complementary 

study by experimental fluid dynamics (EFD) [32], URANS with a surface tracking 

method [22], and DES with a single-phase level set method [59] for free-surface wave-

induced separation around a surface-piercing NACA0024. These studies identified three 

dominant frequencies in the separation region, i.e., shear layer instability, Karman-like 

shedding and flapping, and explained the detailed flow physics behind these three 

frequencies with quantitative verification and validation (V&V). URANS can capture the 

gross features of the unsteady separation and identify the important instabilities, but with 

amplitude deficiency of the oscillation frequencies. Compared to URANS, DES predicts 

much broader frequency contents that are similar to the EFD data. 

As mentioned above, the main problems faced in the application of URANS to 

ship hydrodynamics are the turbulence model and the evolution of free surface. The 

methods for the representation of the free surface fall, as described by Ferziger and Perić 

[12], into three main categories: Interface-tracking, interface-capture (Marker-and-Cell, 

Volume-of-Fluid, Level-Set, etc.) or a combination of both. Interface-tracking methods, 

for which the grid follows the free surface, are generally unable to handle or to accurately 
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capture complex shapes –breaking, overturning waves- of the free surface. In addition, an 

excessive deformation of the grid may make the code diverge or crash. On the other 

hand, interface-capturing methods are capable of capturing big deformations, although 

they do so at a price. The grid resolution must be quite higher at and near the interface, 

thus requiring more computational time for the calculations. 

Regarding the turbulence model, it may have a dramatic influence, as shown later, 

in the accuracy of the results obtained. Usually, its performance in correctly capturing the 

separation of the boundary layers may lead to obtain quite different results in complex 

flows. Turbulence models perform differently depending on the type of flow, mainly due 

to the hypotheses assumed during the derivation of the model and frequently because the 

models are adjusted or tuned as the results from precious calculations are obtained. 

Therefore, no model can be considered better than the others for all flows. 

Despite of this, new turbulence solvers, namely Large Eddy Simulation (LES) and 

Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) offer new capabilities that surpass those offered by 

traditional turbulence models. Although more details are given later for these models, it 

should be mentioned that the simulation of the large eddies, instead of modeling them, is 

the substantial innovation of LES and DES. The use of LES or DES does not provide 

better results in steady flows, since for them there is no eddy evolution to capture. 

However, for unsteady flows, the detailed description of eddies should increase the 

accuracy of the results obtained but, surprisingly, nor DES nor LES are usual techniques 

in the field of ship design. It is also important to point out that seakeeping (where 

unsteady solvers must be used) is still not a capital issue for shipowners, causing designs 

to have global sea margins of about 15% and power predictions with an error estimation 

as low as 1% (Bertram [3]). It seems clear that investment in URANS solvers 

development is not as attractive as it may be in other fields. 

Just to mention some of the most relevant studies in the field, illustrating the 

current status, Wilson et al. [55] used CFDSHIP Iowa code to simulate the flow around 
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the DTMB 5512 model advancing in calm water at different Froude numbers and for the 

same ship moving steadily against incoming regular head waves of length 1.5 Lpp and 

amplitude 0.006 Lpp. The good results obtained showed how the code, as well as others, 

has reached a mature state in the study of Forward Speed Diffraction/Radiation and Ship 

Motions. 

Similarly, Tahara et al. [51] obtained both experimental and computational results 

for a Series 60 ship model in steady drift maneuvers for different Froude numbers. The 

computational simulations were carried out using a RANS PISO-type solver, with the 

Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model. The bigger discrepancies between computational and 

experimental results were imputed to the different degrees of freedom (model free to trim 

and sink in the experiments, fixed in the calculations) and to the wave braking and air 

entrainment, which were neglected in the computational simulations. 

Other works, -Simonsen et al. [44], Tanaka et al. [52] and Cura Hochbaum et al. 

[8][9]- carried out static maneuvers simulations -propeller, hull and rudder interaction; 

pure drift motion; steady drift and turning maneuvers for a twin screw, twin rudder Ro-

Ro ship- using RANS complemented with Baldwin-Lomax and k-ω turbulence models. 

Even if some simulations did not include the free surface, results were quite satisfactory 

at least for moderate drift angles, so RANS based methods can be already considered 

mature and useful for this kind of calculations. 

The calculation of dynamics maneuvers is another field where computational 

methods may result useful. Burg et al. [4] simulated the flow caused by a DTMB Model 

5415 Series hull in small drift angles, constant turning radius and a prescribed maneuver. 

One of the most important features of their work is the introduction of a non-linear 

interface-tracking scheme to calculate the free surface elevation based on Farhat’s 

algorithm [11]. The results, although good, were not grid independent and show that 

more work has to be done on the turbulence, and the grid deformation rate. Also in this 

field, Kim et al. [27] studied the performance of different turbulent models in a 
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complicated configuration, as a maneuvering submerged prolate spheroid. The turbulent 

models analyzed were Spalart-Allmaras, three different k-ω models and three different 

second-moment closure Reynolds-Stress Transport Models (RSTM), each of them with 

small variations in the transport equation for ε. The results of the study were that, in 

general, k-ω models gave better results, especially when adding the low-Re effects. The 

RSTM-1 model performed rather weakly. In addition, some eddy-viscosity based models 

which usually give good results in 2D performed poorly in this case. Finally, it became 

clear that small modifications on the transport equation for ε (RSTM models) produce 

significant improvements.  

Jensen et al. [18] developed a system capable of coupling the movements of the 

ship and the flow using the commercial code COMET. They applied it to a container ship 

C-box performing a turning-circle maneuver on its own spade rudder at Fr=0.23. The 

calculations produced reasonable results in terms of yaw rate, tactical diameter, pressure 

distributions and heel of the ship. Pankajakshan et al. [36] used the URANS equations, 

coupled with a 6DOF scheme, to simulate induced maneuvers for a submarine model, the 

ONR Body 1 Radio Controlled Model. Although agreement with experimental data was 

extremely good, as small errors tend to accumulate, drifting the simulation, particular 

attention has to be put to turbulence modeling, grid refinement and algorithmic issues. 

Clearly, the use of URANS equations for seakeeping and maneuvering (static and 

dynamic) calculations is experiencing an impressive development. However, validation 

of the results obtained is still an unfulfilled issue, so the ultimate goal, the acceptance of 

simulation based design (BSE) by industry is still not possible. This can only be achieved 

by verification and validation (V&V) for practical geometries and conditions and through 

international workshops where different codes can be compared against benchmark data. 

In the case of URANS, simulation benchmarking is still difficult due to the lack of 

available experimental data, especially for ship motions and maneuvering. 
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The main areas where further development is required, as mentioned by the above 

authors, are the representation of the free surface, the turbulence models and the grid 

requirements to accurately capture the flow characteristics. The use of interface-capturing 

methods for the free surface is gaining popularity, as they are capable of handling more 

complex geometries (steep waves, breaking waves, etc.). With respect to turbulence 

models, no method can be considered better than the rest and further investigation 

continues for several of them. It is expected that LES/DES approaches will be further 

developed in order to produce better and more reliable results than conventional 

turbulence models. Finally, evolutions in grid generation, such as deformable grids, grid 

interface sliding and grid interpolation are leading to good results. 

Another point to mention is that more importance should be given to the 

description of the physics of the flow in order to understand the forces acting on the ship 

so the hull shape can be optimized. This is even more important in the case of dynamic 

maneuvers and unsteady flows, where the accurate description of the flow instabilities 

and their evolution is essential to understand the variation in the forces. 

In summary, although computational methods have been used for decades in 

marine hydrodynamics, the goal of using CFD in ship design for accurately simulating 

seakeeping and trajectories is still unreached and more effort is required to improve the 

codes and the verification and validation techniques in order to achieve it. Even if the use 

of CFD in static ship maneuvering has reached a mature state, dynamic maneuvers are 

still some steps behind, with developments being made at a very fast pace, especially in 

the free surface and turbulence modeling. This work intends to show how the 

improvements on CFDSHIP Iowa –mainly in these two areas- are a contribution towards 

this target. 
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1.2 Objectives 

Given the current status, mentioned above, of the applicability of URANS codes 

to the modeling of complex flows as those typically found in maneuvering ships, the 

main objective is to assess the capability of general-purpose URANS/DES solver 

CFDSHIP-Iowa code to accurately perform unsteady extreme maneuvering simulations. 

The code is fitted out, among other capabilities, with an unsteady single-phase 

Level Set method to capture the position and evolution of the free surface (Carrica et al. 

[5]). The use of this method allows performing the simulation of cases where the free 

surface adopts very complex shapes. For example, the maximum allowed slope of the 

wave was 60 degrees for older versions of the code. A DES turbulence model along with 

3rd order discretization scheme, described later, is also available in the code and has 

shown goods results in previous calculations. As described in the previous section, the 

performance of the free surface and turbulence models is crucial for the accuracy of the 

results obtained. 

The code has been successfully used in several simulations. The analysis for 

vortical structures and instabilities for NACA0024 [59] was extended in [60] for ship 

(KVLCC2) flows at drift angle (α) 0, 10, 30, and 60 degrees without free surface. Two 

shear layer instability modes and a Karman-like vortex shedding were identified. 

Compared to previous experimental and computational results, the Strouhal number (St) 

for Karman-like instability was in the same range whereas St for shear layer instability 

was smaller. Additionally, three helical mode instabilities caused by the tip vortices were 

related to the delta wing theory with two different scaling, i.e., based on the ship hull 

length and length along the tip vortex core. This study also identified the role of isotropic 

blended k-ε/k-ω (BKW) versus anisotropic algebraic Reynolds stress (ARS) RANS 

models for steady ship flows and BKW based DES (BKW-DES) versus ARS-DES for 

unsteady ship flows is analyzed. Results using BKW and ARS RANS models for α = 0˚ 
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and 12˚ showed that ARS model significantly improves the predictions of the resistance 

coefficients, axial velocity, and turbulent kinetic energy distributions at the propeller 

plane. For α = 30˚, BKW -RANS and ARS-RANS show steady solutions while DES 

predicts unsteady flows but limited differences on forces, moments and instabilities were 

observed between BKW-DES and ARS-DES. KVLCC2 at α = 60̊  was also studied using 

ARS-DES. 

 

 Present work extends the previous two studies by qualitatively identifying the 

vortical structures and instabilities for Wigley Hull for different Froude numbers (Fr) and 

drift angles (α) with free surface, showing how the tools added to CFDSHIP-Iowa code 

are a valuable step towards the goal of accurately performing unsteady simulations for 

ship maneuvering and seakeeping. 

 

1.3 Approach 

The approach selected is to use the general purpose URANS/DES solver 

CFDShip-Iowa, which has shown to be one of the best CFD codes in different CFD 

Workshops ([28] and [15]) to simulate flows around a Wigley hull. BKW-DES and 

single-phase level set methods will be used for turbulence modeling and free-surface 

representation, respectively. It is expected that running several simulations with both 

BKW and DES will show the importance of the turbulence model and how the latter 

gives better results.  

The Wigley hull is selected for two main reasons. First, it is simple and, since this 

is an exploratory study, the main focus is on the performance of the code and its ability to 

capture the main characteristics of the complex flows generated, not in obtaining the flow 

around a specific hull in order to optimize it. Second, experimental data is available for 

the 10 degree drift angle [24], so the results obtained can be validated against it. 
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Quantitative verification and validation are performed with the obtained results to 

guarantee their accuracy. The procedures followed are those introduced by [49], with 

improved correction factors by [56] and [61]. Although, regretfully, no single standard 

procedure has been adopted by the whole CFD community for the verification and 

validation of the results obtained, this approach is one of the most widely used, as it 

provides a heuristic comprehensive procedure to estimate the value of the uncertainties 

inherent to CFD. 

Since experimental data is only available for the drift angle of 10 degrees, both 

verification and validation will be performed for this case. Unfortunately, no 

experimental data could be found for larger angles, so only verification of the results will 

be performed for the 60 degree case. This verification will be extensive in order to have 

enough confidence and give sufficient credibility to the results obtained.  

Flows for “pure drift” motion at four different angles (10, 30, 45, and 60 degrees) 

are examined and the effect of the Froude number is evaluated at 10̊  and 60˚.  Although 

giving the hull some degree of freedom would be very interesting, the computational cost 

involved would be too high and is beyond the objectives of this work. 

The simulations considered are presented in Table 1-1. Several simulations are 

performed, with four parameters (drift angle, Froude number, spatial order and turbulence 

model), varying among them, so the effect of this variation can be examined. 

All the cases are run in time-accurate mode. For steady solutions there is no 

vortex evolution to resolve and therefore DES behaves as BKW. For unsteady solutions 

the same case is also run afterwards with pure BKW model to allow comparison of the 

results obtained using the two turbulence models.  

The 10 degree drift angle is considered as a first step in the simulation of higher 

angles. As explained before, since experimental data is available for this case, validation 

of the results can be performed and confidence can be gained in the accuracy of the 

simulations. Two Froude numbers are considered: 0.181, for which the experimental 
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values of the forces acting on the hull are available; and 0.267, for which the elevation of 

the free surface can be compared against EFD. 

The cases with a drift angle of 60 degrees are the core of the study. Three 

different Froude numbers, 0.181, 0.267 and .361 are considered to study the effect of the 

variation. The intermediate angles of 30 and 45 degrees are included to give 

completeness to the study and to study the variation in the flow caused by the change in 

the drift angle. It is expected to find a big difference between the flow at 10 and 60 

degree drift angles, so obtaining the flow at intermediate angles can be very helpful and 

illustrative. Since the study of the effect of the drift angle is only performed for Fr=0.181, 

only this Froude number is considered in the calculations for this angle. Verification 

procedures are not performed for these cases. Since the drift angles are between 10 and 

60 degrees and extensive verification is carried out for both of them, verifying also the 

results for these simulations is not considered necessary. 

Regarding the analysis of the flow, it will be based on the identification of the 

generated vortices and the study of their evolution (for unsteady flows), coupled with the 

mapping of separation and reattachment to study the effect of the former on the latest. 

Frequency studies of the forces acting on the hull and matching of the main frequencies 

with the physical features causing them will complete the analysis.  

The vortices are detected using two different methods, the Q-criterion and the 

velocity gradient eigenmodes. 

The Q-criterion, proposed by Hunt et al. [16], is based on the value of the second 

invariant of the velocity gradient, u∇ . 

 ( )ijijijij SSQ −ΩΩ=  (1.1) 

where ( ) 2,, ijjiij uu −=Ω  and ( ) 2,, ijjiij uuS +=  are, respectively the antisymmetric and 

symmetric components of u∇ . Therefore, Q is a balance between the rotation 

( )ijijΩΩ=Ω  and the strain ( )ijij SSS =  rates. A positive value of Q indicates that the 
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strength of the rotation is bigger that the strain in that position and, therefore, Q-iso-

surfaces can be vortex envelopes. 

The other method used is the velocity gradient eigenmodes, included in 

TECPLOT’s CFD-ANALYZER tool. The basis of the method is that velocity and 

vorticity vectors are parallel in vortex cores. The computation is made cell by cell so, if 

the vortex core passes through zones where the mesh is not fine enough, discontinuities 

may appear in the vortex core line. 

Based on the results, the Q-criterion method captures more vortices and also 

seams more accurate, although the velocity gradient eigenmodes is sometimes more 

convenient as it generates the vortex core line instead of a surface surrounding the vortex. 

The difficult study of the flow separation on the hull is carried out by means of 

two procedures. Firstly, the streamlines on the grid surface closest to the hull are 

generated, as they show the singular points characterizing the separation. 

Secondly, the “separation/attachment lines” feature of TECPLOT’s CFD-

ANALYZER tool is used. This feature detects the separation/attachment lines accurately, 

as the streamlines corroborate their position, but it also generates some more lines where 

no separation not reattachment occurs, as shown by the streamlines. Therefore, it is better 

to use both methods simultaneously. An extensive and detailed review of three-

dimensional separation is carried out by Kandasamy [20]. 
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1.4 Tables 

 

Drift 
angle 

Fr Order Grid  
Study 

10˚ 

0.181 
2nd YES 

3rd YES 

0.267 
2nd  NO 

3rd NO 

30˚ 0.181 3rd NO 

45˚ 0.181 3rd NO 

60˚ 

0.181 
2nd NO 

3rd YES 

0.267 
2nd NO 

3rd NO 

0.361 3rd NO 

Table 1-1: Cases simulated 
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CHAPTER 2. SIMULATIONS SETUP 

2.1 Overview 

This chapter presents the cases considered and how they are simulated. First, the 

ship model, a Wigley hull is described and then the different cases for which studies were 

performed are enumerated. After that, the meshes used for the calculations are described 

and finally the boundary conditions are presented. 

2.2 Wigley hull 

All the simulations were performed for a Wigley hull. This type of model has 

been widely used by researchers for a long time. Despite the fact that it does not represent 

the shape of an actual ship, this model has some convenient features. 

First, it geometry is simple and it could be considered as a mathematical 

abstraction of a ship’s hull, as can be seen in Figure 2-1. 

Second, the definition of the model’s shape is analytical and depends only in three 

parameters: the length of the model, L, the beam, B, and the draft, T. This fact eases the 

comparison between results from experiments conducted in different towing tanks or 

laboratories. 

Although modifications can be found in the literature, the standard equation 

defining the shape of the Wigley hull is: 

  0    ,121
2
1 22

≤∀


















−



















−= z

T
z

L
xBy  (2.1) 

where x is the distance measured from amidships in the longitudinal direction, z is the 

vertical distance to the waterline and y is the distance in the cross direction. This can be 

easily seen in Figure 2-1. Given the equation, it is obvious that the hull is symmetric with 

respect to both 0=x  and 0=y  planes. The formula above only defines the hull under 
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the waterline. For 0>z the hull is defined extending the waterline in the z-direction, so 

the shape is that of a parabolic cylinder: 

  0         ,21
2
1 2

>∀


















−= z

L
xBy  (2.2) 

All the intersections of the surface with horizontal or cross planes (waterlines and 

frames, respectively) are parabolas. 

The main dimensions (B, L, T) of the Wigley model used for all the cases 

considered are shown in Table 2-1. 

2.3 Cases simulated 

Simulations are conducted for the Wigley hull at static drift conditions with α = 

10°, 30°, 45°, and 60°. The hull is fixed in the space without any degree of freedom. 

Quantitative V&V are conducted at 10° with comparison to the EFD data. Since 

experimental data is not available at α = 60°, only quantitative verification is conducted.  

Due to the complexity of the flow pattern at 60°, flow patterns at lower α are first 

analyzed and used as guidance to elucidate the flow physics at larger α flows.  

Additionally, other Froude numbers are used at α = 10° and 60°, which allows 

examining the effect of Fr for flows at different α. A summary of the test matrix is shown 

in Table 2-2. 

2.4 Grids used 

Although four different grids are used in total, three of them are derived from an 

original one, which will be called “fine grid”. Two of these derived grids, the “medium 

mesh” and the “coarse grid”, were generated in order to perform verification studies, with 

a refinement ratio of 21  and 21 respectively. In this way, the coarse grid is just the 

result of taking every other point from the fine grid. The fourth mesh is an extension of 
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the fine grid, obtained by adding height to the fine grid, since for several cases the bow 

wave did not fit in the fine mesh domain. This grid will be referred to as “higher mesh”. 

Both the coarse and the medium grids were divided into eight different blocks to 

take advantage of the parallel processing capability of the code. Fine and higher grids 

were divided into 16 blocks for the same reason. Inside a given domain, all the blocks 

have the same number of points, so the work load is split equally. The main 

characteristics of the four grids can be seen in Table 2-3. 

Since the fine grid is the base for the rest of the grids, it will be the only one 

analyzed in detail. 

The geometry of the domain was chosen to be of the O-O type, as shown in 

Figure 2-2. This type of domain provides several advantages over other types, namely H-

H types. First, it facilitates placing points in the zones of the domain where more 

refinement is needed, i.e., near the hull in order to accurately solve the boundary layer, 

and near the free surface. H-H domains tend to congregate excessive number of points 

near the 0=y plane but far from the hull, a zone where so increased refinement is not 

needed. In addition, O-O meshes provide more flexibility when changing the drift angle 

of the simulation, since only the boundary conditions have to be re-specified, leaving the 

grid unaltered.  

Given that the simulations are performed for pure drift maneuvers and therefore 

the flow is not symmetric with respect to 0=y , the domain has to include both sides of 

the hull, windward and leeward. Apart from the doubled number of grid points, this has 

two main consequences. 

To begin with, since the number of points is the double from that in a straight 

ahead simulation and keeping in mind the work load, special care has to be put in making 

the grid fine only in those zones where it is needed in order to keep the number of grid 

points at a reasonable level. 
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Finally, having to include both sides of the hull in the simulation brings the 

necessity of specifically handling special points in the grid. As shown in Figure 2-3, there 

are special points for which the equations cannot be solved, since two of the neighbors 

are aligned. In the cases where only half of the hull is simulated, it does not cause any 

problem because for those points the velocity is not calculated but prescribed by the 

symmetry boundary condition. This is not the case when both sides are simulated. To 

overcome the problem, the code accepts a list of these special points as an input file and 

does not solve the equations for them. Instead, the values of the variables for these points 

are obtained by interpolation between their neighbors. 

The size of the domain is also of special interest. The domain must be large 

enough so it does not influence the results. It is difficult to say a priori how large it must 

be. Based on previous experience (Sakamoto [40]), a distance of 2L, where L is the ships 

length, from the hull to the outer boundary is enough. As a result, for the present grid, 

also a minimum distance of 2L is used. The validity of this approach was checked by 

prescribing the exit boundary condition at half of the outer boundary, so the velocity at 

those points is not prescribed. It was observed that the values of the flow variables were 

practically the same as in the inlet. 

Another limitation was given by the lowest point of the bow and the stern. The 

hull becomes extremely thin at those regions. In fact, both the fore and aft perpendiculars 

have null thickness. This unphysical characteristic is a product of the mathematical 

definition of the hull and becomes a challenge for the code. Therefore, the flow passing 

from the windward to the leeward side at those regions has to overcome a very severe 

change in direction. As a result, the grid has to be more refined in the area. The velocity 

at the end of the hull is prescribed, since it belongs to a non-slip surface but it is not true 

for its neighbors. In the cases where only half of the domain is simulated, the problem is 

not so difficult to overcome, since for the neighbors at the symmetry plane 0=y the 

velocity in the y-direction is prescribed. Unfortunately, in the cases simulated in this 
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work the help from the symmetry conditions was not available and much more points had 

to be places near the singular point so the code could solve the equations. 

In addition, the criterion for the grid spacing near the wall is that the first point 

should be at a distance from the wall such that 1<+y , so the turbulence model can work 

properly.  Table 2-4 shows the smallest grid spacing for every main direction. 

Finally, increased effort is dedicated to ensure enough grid refinement in the bow 

and stern zones, since it is at these zones where the instabilities may be generated and 

therefore an accurate representation of the flow in this region is key to obtain good 

results.  

As the Wigley hull, the grids are symmetric with respect to the 0=x  and 0=y  

planes. Even though the flow is somehow different in each region of the domain, since 

the most difficult region to solve is the bow, it was expected that the same kind of 

meshing would be enough for the rest of the zones. 

The grid was generated using the commercial software Gridgen ®. The grid is 

structured and, in order to keep the structure as orthogonal as possible, the Sorensen 

solver included in Gridgen ® was used.  

The grid is designed for DES simulations and thus is suitable for URANS-BKE 

simulations too. Additionally, the use of one grid for different α facilitates investigating 

only the effect of α on flow patterns, which would be difficult if different grids were used 

for different α. 

Several details of the grid are shown in Figure 2-4 and Figure 2-5. 

2.5 Boundary conditions 

The boundary conditions used in the simulations are presented in Table 2-5. 

As shown in Figure 2-6, far-field #2 condition is used on the top of the grid. The 

free surface should never be in contact with this boundary. The hull is modeled, as usual, 

with the no-slip condition. Two boundary conditions, inlet and exit, are used to simulate 
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the remaining side of the domain. The domain is large enough to assume that on the 

lateral side the flow has the same characteristics of the free stream flow, even for the 

leeward side, with the exception of the zone influenced by the wake. This assumption 

was verified imposing the exit boundary condition for the whole leeward side and 

running the code for some time. The result is shown in Figure 2-7. The exit condition is 

not used in the whole leeward part of the lateral side to keep the code as stable as 

possible. Naturally, the position of the exit region depends in the drift angle considered. 

For small angles, the wake is not strong enough and if the inlet condition is used in the 

whole lateral side the error is negligible provided that the domain is sufficiently large. 
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2.6 Tables and Figures 

 

L  B T 

2 0.2 0.125 

Table 2-1: Main dimensions (in meters) of the model. 

 

α [deg] Re Fr Steady Order Grid study Turbulence 
model 

10 1.6e6 0.181 Yes 3rd Yes BKW 

10 2.4e6 0.267 Yes 3rd No BKW 

30 1.6e6 0.181 Yes 3rd No BKW 

45 1.6e6 0.181 No 3rd No DES 

60 1.6e6 0.181 No 3rd Yes DES 

60 2.4e6 0.267 No 3rd No DES 

60 3.2e6 0.361 Yes 3rd No BKW 

Table 2-2: Cases simulated. 
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Grid Number of 
Blocks 

Points in 
i-direction 

Points in 
j-direction 

Points in 
k-direction 

Total 
number 
of points 

Coarse 8 23 31 31 176,824 

Medium 8 33 43 43 788,136 

Fine 16 46 61 31 1,391,776 

Higher 16 46 61 37 1,661,152 

Table 2-3: Main characteristics of the grids used. 

Normal to the hull 5 x 10-6 

Normal to the free surface (z=0) 2 x 10-3 

Bow and stern on the hull 1 x 10-6 

Table 2-4: Smallest grid spacing (divided by L). 
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Boundary 
condition U P k ω  tν  

Inlet U0 0=
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∂
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 10-7 9.0 1.1e-8 
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No-slip 0 0=
∂
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 0 2Re075.0
60

y∆
 0 

Table 2-5: Boundary Conditions. 

 

Figure 2-1: Wigley hull. 
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Figure 2-2: Fine grid. 

 

Figure 2-3: Special points of the grid. 
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Figure 2-4: Y=0 section and top view of the grid. 

 

Figure 2-5: Detailed view of the grid. 
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Figure 2-6: Boundary conditions. 

 

Figure 2-7: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, 3rd order-DES, Kinetic energy contour. 
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CHAPTER 3. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD 

3.1 Overview 

The flow was calculated using the general purpose URANS research code 

CFDSHIP-IOWA v. 4.0 developed at the University of Iowa for ship hydrodynamics. 

The basic method (version 3.03) is documented in Paterson et al. [37], whereas the 

improvements for version 4.0 (used in all present calculations) are presented and 

reviewed in Carrica et al. [5]. The code includes several capabilities, as prescribed and 

predicted 6DOF motions, inertial or non-inertial coordinate systems and free surface 

simulation, including incident waves. The code allows multi-block domains and hence 

high-performance fine-grain parallel computing. The computing load balance is achieved 

using message-passing interface (MPI) and OpenMP. A succinct review of the code, 

extracted from both sources mentioned above, is presented here, paying special attention 

to the characteristics of the code that are more important for the calculations. 

3.2 Governing equations 

The governing equations, in non-dimensional form, referred to an inertial 

Cartesian reference frame are: 

Continuity: 

 0=
∂
∂

i

i
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 (3.1) 

Momentum equation: 
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where ),,( WVUui = are the Reynolds-Averaged velocity components, ),,( zyxxi = are 

the independent coordinate directions, )(ˆ
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coefficient, jiuu are the Reynolds stresses tensor which are a two-point correlation of the 

turbulent fluctuations iu  and *
ibf is the non-dimensional body-force component unit 

volume which represents the effect of the propeller. Re = U0L / ν is the Reynolds number 

and 0=Fr U gL is the Froude number. All equations are non-dimensionalized by the 

reference velocity 0U , length L and density ρ . 

3.3 Turbulence models 

CFDSHIP-IOWA uses a linear closure model, in which Reynolds stresses are 

proportional to the main rate-of-strain being νt, the isotropic eddy viscosity, the 

proportionality factor. In Cartesian coordinates, the expression is: 

 k
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=−  (3.3) 

where δij is the Kronecker delta and k is the turbulent kinetic energy. 

The equations can be closed now by calculating the eddy viscosity. In the present 

work two different but related models were used: blended k-ε/k-ω (Menter, [30]) and 

Detached Eddy Simulation (DES). 

3.3.1 Blended k-ε/k-ω model (BKW) 

 This blending takes benefits from the strengths of both k-ε and k-ω 

models. The k-ω model has proven to be robust, applicable to complex geometries and 

fairly accurate. In addition, it does not require near-wall dumping functions and uses 

simple Dirichlet boundary conditions. On the other hand, k-ε does not exhibit sensitivity 

to the level of free-stream turbulence as k-ω model does. The governing equations for the 

eddy viscosity νt, turbulent kinetic energy k, and the turbulent ω are as follows. 

 
ω

ν k
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where the source terms, effective Reynolds numbers, and turbulence production are: 
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F1 is a blending function, designed to take advantage of the strengths of either the 

k-ω or the k-ε model in different positions. To accomplish this, F1 is 1 in the sublayer and 

logarithmic regions of boundary layers and gradually switches to zero in the wake region. 

The distance, δ, to the nearest no-slip surface is required for calculation of F1 and the 

model constants are a locally weighted average, i.e., ( )1 1 1 21φ φ φ= + −F F  where 1φ  are 

the standard k-ω model and 2φ are the transformed k-ε model constants presented in 

Table 3-1.  
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3.3.2 Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) 

Although researchers have shown the ability of URANS to capture shear layer 

instabilities (Khorammi et al., [25] and [26]), the fact that URANS turbulence models 

under-predict the turbulent stresses in the detached shear layer emanating from a 

separation line is commonly accepted opinion (Johnson et al, [19]). In particular, current 

turbulence models are unable to accurately predict the topology of separation, which has 

a fundamental influence in the pressure exerted to the wall and hence to the forces acting 

on it. This unsatisfactory behavior was analyzed and illustrated, among others, by Menter 

et al. ([31]) in simulations of flow around a generic Ahmed car. 

Another approach for turbulence models is Large Eddy Simulation (LES), which 

solves directly the largest scales of the flow and models the scales smaller than the grid 

(subgrid-scales). The approach used is different from the one used in RANS. Instead of 

time averaging the equations, they are filtered in the space domain, separating the large 

scales from the small (subgrid) ones. The largest scales, which are difficult to model, are 

the most effective transporters of conserved quantities (momentum) so it seems 

reasonable to treat them more accurately than the smallest scales. It is acknowledged that 

LES gives better results than URANS for unsteady three dimensional flows with 

significant separation. 

On the other hand, LES has not been extensively applied to practical high 

Reynolds numbers due to the increased grid refinement needed and the subsequent 

prohibitive computational expense required. 

In order to overcome this limitation, two main approaches are possible: use 

complex wall models or use hybrid LES/RANS models. In this latter direction, Spalart et 

al. ([47]) introduced the DES approach to turbulence modeling. With this approach, the 

larger scales are solved directly as in LES, whether the smaller scales are solved by 

RANS turbulence models (S-A, k-ω, SST, etc.) near solid surfaces and by the subgrid-
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scale model associated to LES away from them. The transition from RANS to LES is one 

of the critical issues in DES, but it leads to obtaining only one solution field and therefore 

no matching between different domains is needed. 

The original model by Spalart was based in the one equation Spalart-Allmaras 

[46] model. In this model the turbulent eddy viscosity, νt, is obtained from the working 

variableν~ , which is calculated using a transport equation. The S-A based DES 

formulation is obtained by replacing the distance to the nearest wall, d, by d~ , defined as: 

 ),min(~
∆= DESCdd  (3.10) 

where CDES is usually taken as 0.65 and ),,max( zyx ∆∆∆=∆  is the maximum grid 

spacing in the 3 directions, making DES switch to LES in regions where the grid spacing 

(in all directions) is smaller than the distance to the nearest wall (Constantinescu, [6]). 

The fact that the distance to the wall appears explicitly in the S-A equations 

makes possible the straight forward derivation of S-A based DES. For other RANS 

turbulence models the derivation is more challenging, although versions are available for 

them. The DES model used in the calculations is based in the blended k-ω / k-ε model 

explained before. The modification follows the methodology presented by Travin et al. 

[53], modifying the dissipative term of the k-transport equation: 
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where CDES is equal to 0.65. 
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Several studies (see, for example Constantinescu et al., [7]) have shown that DES 

models tend to show more accurate results than URANS turbulence models in three 

dimensional cases where shear layer instability and massive separation are present. In the 

case of the DES model used in CFDSHIP-IOWA, a validation was performed simulating 

massively separated flows around a NACA0012 airfoil with an angle of attack of 60 

degrees. Compared with EFD data, errors for lift and drag coefficients decreased from 

40% in the case of URANS to less than 5% for DES. This agrees with a previous study 

by Shur et al. [43] for the same geometry and flow conditions. 

3.4 Free Surface Modeling 

One of the biggest improvements in CFDSHIP-IOWA version 4.0 is the new 

method used in order to capture the free surface. The previously used surface tracking 

method, which could not capture waves with slopes greater than 60 degrees, is replaced 

by a single-phase Level Set method. 

Level Set methods were proposed by Osher and Sethian [35] and “rely on an 

implicit representation of the interface whose equation of motion is numerically 

approximated using schemes built from those for hyperbolic-conservations laws” 

(Sethian et al., [42]). They overcome most of the limitations inherent to the surface 

tracking approach, being able to represent high wave slopes and to capture, overturning 

or breaking waves. 

The 3D Level Set function, φ , is defined in the whole domain and its value is 

related to the signed distance to the interface. Therefore, the iso-surface 0=φ represents 

the free surface. Since the free surface is considered a material interface, the level set 

function must satisfy:  
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Also, given that φ  is a distance function, the gradient of the level set function 

points normal to the interface into the water and the water-to-air normal can then be 

computed as: 
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In the field of ship hydrodynamics, the big difference in density and viscosity 

between air and water allows to simplify the problem by solving only the equations for 

the water phase as discussed below. 

Since the equations are only solved for one of the phases, the jump conditions at 

free surface must be enforced explicitly. The jump condition in any direction tangential to 

the free surface given by the tangent vector it is (Kang et al., [23]): 
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which, after neglecting shear stress in the air, leads to: 
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In the normal direction, the jump condition is expressed as: 
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Assuming the pressure is constant on the air and neglecting the contribution of the 

turbulent kinetic energy to the free surface, the non-dimensional piezometric pressure at 

the interface is  
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A velocity in air near the interface is needed to calculate the transport of the Level 

Set function, eq. (3.14), and also velocities and turbulent quantities. This extension 

velocity is calculated using eq. (3.17), which provides a good approximation satisfying 

the jump condition at the same time. In regions where the ship hull is curved the 

extension velocity is not well defined, generating “shadows”. This problem is overcome 

by adding a diffusion term to eq. (3.17). A value of 1x10-5 for the diffusion coefficient 

was used in all the cases presented. 

In single-phase Level Set methods is critical to keepφ  as a distance function, 

since this is assumed in the calculation of the normal in eq. (3.15). To do this, the Level 

Set function is reinitialized periodically everywhere but at the interface by solving: 

 )( 0φ
φ sign
x

n
j

j =
∂
∂  (3.20) 

where 0φ  is the level set function prior to reinitializing. The normal vector nj points into 

the fluid to be reinitialized, and is given by eq. (3.15) in air and by the negative of the 

same equation in water. Thus eq. (3.20) is an eikonal equation propagating information 

outwards the interface. Also, eq. (3.20) is nonlinear since nj is a function of φ . The 

numerical solution of eq. (3.20) requires a special treatment, discussed in the numerical 

methods section. 

3.5 Numerical details 

3.5.1 Coordinate transformation 

The governing equations are transformed from the physical domain in Cartesian 

coordinates (x, y, z, t) to the computational domain in non-orthogonal curvilinear 

coordinates (ξ, η, ζ, τ). The transformation is partial, since only the independent variables 

are transformed, leaving the velocity components Ui in the base coordinates. After the 

transformation, the continuity and momentum equations are: 
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where the convective term is written in fully conservative form and has contributions 

from the transport velocity and the grid velocity (for moving grids). 

3.5.2 Discretization scheme 

The time derivatives in the turbulence and momentum equations are discretized 

using 2nd order finite Euler backward difference 

 ( )21 5.025.11 −− +−
∆

=
∂
∂ nnn ϕϕϕ

ττ
ϕ   (3.23) 

for the general variableϕ .  

Convective terms in the turbulence equations are discretized with a higher-order 

upwind formula: 
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The value of the weighting coefficients depends on the scheme used. They are 

shown in Table 3-2. In present work, only 1st order was used for turbulence in order to 

maintain stability. 

Convective terms in the momentum equations are discretized using either 2nd 

order upwind or 3rd order upwind biased methods. Taking a control volume of unit side 
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on the computational domain, the convective terms for an arbitrary variable ϕ  can be 

written as 
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where d, u, e, w, n and s stand for the down (i+1/2), up (i-1/2), east (j+1/2), west (j-1/2), 

north (k+1/2) and south (k-1/2) faces of the control volume. For example, at the down 

face, volume flux in the control volume is 
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where the effective contravariant velocity on the down face is 
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and dα is defined according to 
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The convective terms in the other directions are computed similarly. 

The coefficients for the second-order upwind scheme are: a = 0, b = 1.5, c= -0.5, d 

= 0, e = 1.5, f = -0.5. 

The viscous term in eq. (3.22) and also on the turbulence equations are computed 

with similar considerations using a second-order central difference scheme.  

Transport and grid velocities are evaluated by linear interpolation between the 

adjacent grid points. The metrics are computed directly at half-center locations avoiding 

spurious sources on the evaluation of the conservative divergence. 

The diffusive term can be written as 
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where the diffusive flux in the down direction is 
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where again metrics and effective Reynolds number are computed at half-cell. The 

implementation of eq. (3.31) leads to centered derivatives in the three directions (ξ, η, ζ), 

which results in a 19-point stencil comprising all the first neighbors to the local grid point 

with the exception of the eight corners (i ± 1, j ± 1, k ± 1). Of the 19 grid points, 7 are 

aligned with the coordinate lines, meaning second derivatives with respect to each of the 

computational coordinates, but 12 result in second derivatives with respect to 2 different 

computational coordinates. These “cross” terms cannot be built into a set of the 3 penta-

diagonal matrices from an ADI method (i.e., one for each coordinate line) and thus are 

sent to the source term. 

After discretization as described, the momentum equations are written in 

algebraic form as 
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where Aijk and Anb denote the central and neighboring coefficients of the discretized 

momentum equations, respectively.  The source term iS  contains velocities from the 

previous two time steps (n-1) and (n-2) and the mixed derivative terms.  

3.5.3 Pressure Poisson equation 

The Pressure Implicit Split Operator (PISO) algorithm (Issa, [17]) is used to 

couple the momentum and continuity equations. All the variables are defined on the grid 
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points. In the first step, the momentum equation is solved using the last available pressure 

to compute the pressure gradient 
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The velocity field *
iu  does not satisfy continuity, since a pressure obtained from 

iteration m-1 was used. Eq. (3.33) can be rewritten as 
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where the velocity field ui does satisfy continuity for the given pressure field p.  

The pseudo-velocity ˆiu  is defined as: 
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Taking the divergence of eq. (3.34) we obtain 
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which is a Poisson equation for the pressure. Eq.  (3.36) can be expressed as 
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where jkE  and d̂  are defined below. To couple the pressure and velocity fields, eq. 

(3.36) is evaluated on a control volume with unit side on the computational domain, as 

done with the viscous terms. The source term is 

 snweud WWVVUUd ˆˆˆˆˆˆˆ −+−+−=  (3.38) 

where ˆ
iU  are the contravariant velocities evaluated at the cell faces. 
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3.5.4 Single-phase level-set specifics 

3.5.4.1 Reinitialization 

The reinitialization procedure is split into two steps. The first step is a close point 

reinitialization for those grid points that are neighbors to the interface as in the Fast 

Marching Method (Sethian, [41]).  In the second step, eq. (3.20) is solved for the rest of 

the grid points, using the near-boundary points as Dirichlet boundary conditions. This is 

easy to implement in parallel environments and reasonably inexpensive. The method by 

Adalsteinsson and Sethian ([1]) is extended to three dimensional curvilinear grids to 

obtain a good signed distance for the first neighbors to an interface (the beginning set of 

their close points). In curvilinear grids with very large aspect ratio (in boundary layers 

this ratio can be of the order of 105) the distance to the first neighbor cannot be used to 

define the geometrical distance to the interface.  

Figure 3-1 shows a grid with large aspect ratio where the first neighbors to the 

interface are marked with black circles. The algorithm searches for the closest point along 

the three coordinate lines in each direction, including neighbor blocks. Let these locations 

be −+−+−+ ζζηηξξ rrrrrr ,,,, ,  where it must be noted that in some directions there might be 

no interfaces. The distance from the point to be reinitialized to the interface is given by 

the distance to the plane formed by the three points: 
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and results in 
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The second step of the reinitialization, the solution of equation (3.16), is 

computed using the numerical methods described before. As said before, the equation is 

nonlinear since the normal depends on φ , and nonlinear iterations are required. 

3.5.4.1.1 Pressure condition 

The pressure at the free surface was derived from the jump conditions and is 

given by eq. (3.19). Since the free surface is not located exactly in the grid points, the 

pressure on the neighbor points to the free surface has to be set in such a way that the 

interpolated pressure at the free surface is that determined by eq. (3.19). The free surface 

itself can be easily identified by locating the change in sign of φ  between two contiguous 

grid points along any coordinate line. 

The grid points are classified into three categories:  

• Grid points in water with all the first neighbors in water which can be 

computed without any special treatment 

• Grid points in air, and since the pressure in air is not used in the method it 

can have any value. Eq. (3.19) is enforced for these points, where z is now 

the vertical coordinate at the grid point 

• Grid points in water with at least at least one of the neighbors in air. These 

are the points that the attention must be paid to. 

For any grid point p in water that has a neighbor in air na, the interfacial pressure 

condition of eq. (3.19) is enforced locally. As shown in Figure 3-2, interpolating along 

the gridline we find that the relative distance between the grid point in water and the 

interface is: 
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Using also linear interpolation along the line joining the points p and na and using 

eq. (3.19), we obtain for the interfacial pressure as 

 2int

)1(
Fr

zz
p nap ηη +−

=  (3.42) 

In order to find the pressure at the neighbor in air that will enforce the correct 

pressure at the interface, it is necessary to extrapolate from the known values of pressure 

and the pressure at the interface itself. An additional condition is set for the extrapolation 

algorithm: the resulting pressure stencil will remain the same as that for the points that 

are completely in liquid, i.e. a 19-point stencil. This condition results in keeping the 

structure of the pressure matrix simple. This extrapolation scheme is a modification of 

that of Di Mascio et al. [10].  

The pressure at the interface can be found from extrapolation of the pressure 

values at the points h and at the interface, where h is located halfway between the local 

point p and the opposite neighbor in water to na, shown as nw in Figure 3-2, 

( ) 2h p nw= +r r r . Thus: 
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where the pressure at the mid-point h is computed from the following average 
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As mentioned before, this scheme does not modify the connectivity and therefore 

maintains the original stencil, since the neighbors needed to enforce the interfacial 

pressure condition are the same needed to build the pressure matrix (for typical 19 point 

stencil). Therefore, the method can be easily implemented in existing multi-block codes 

without modifying the inter-block transfer scheme. 
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When computing the pressure gradient, necessary only in grid points in liquid 

where the momentum equation is solved, neighbors to the free surface will need to use 

the interfacial pressure instead of the neighbor pressure, since the neighbor is located in 

air and its pressure is not defined. 

3.5.4.1.2 Total time derivative 

The computation of the total time derivative terms near the interface requires a 

special treatment for grid points that change from air to water during a time step. The 

available velocity for the previous time step for the grid point in air is the normal 

extension, which does not satisfy the equations of motion. 

3.5.5 Solution algorithm 

The discretization methods discussed before yield coupled, nonlinear algebraic 

systems. All these systems, except the one for pressure are solved using an ADI approach 

along the coordinate lines using pentadiagonal solvers. Multiblock coupling is achieved 

transferring interblock information on each ADI iteration. Since each grid block belongs 

to a separate processor in a parallel implementation, multiblock transfers implies 

exchange of information between processors. As noted before, parallel implementation is 

accomplished using MPI and OpenMP. In addition to the information exchange between 

blocks at block-block interfaces, overset grid implementations (not used in present 

calculations) need exchange of information between donor and interpolant blocks. For all 

equations, again with the exception of the pressure equation, overset interpolation 

information is exchanged between processors on each ADI iteration. The pressure 

equation is built into a sparse pressure matrix and then solved with the PETSc toolkit 

(Balay et al., [2]), a parallel solver of large linear and nonlinear algebraic systems. All the 

interblock and overset information is built into the pressure matrix and thus no iterations 

are necessary to enforce the multiblock conditions. 
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The overall solution procedure is the following: At the beginning of the 

computation, the interblock information is loaded in arrays to speed up the transfer 

between processors. Variables are initialized and initial conditions are set or read. The 

variables are solved at the time and then a global iteration loop couples them. The 

turbulence equations are solved first. Then the level set transport equation, which upon 

convergence is reinitialized in two steps. The close points are reinitialized geometrically 

first and then all the other points are reinitialized solving eq. (3.16). Since the equation is 

nonlinear, a few iterations are needed here to converge. Then the PISO algorithm is 

solved. It comprises the implicit solution of eq. (3.27) for the velocities and the solution 

for eq. (3.32), with the explicit update of the velocity, eq. (3.28). This last step is repeated 

a few times with no need to rebuild the matrix since only d̂ changes. Enforcing the 

continuity condition, which comprises the solution of the pressure matrix and the explicit 

update of the velocity field, is the most expensive procedure during each global iteration. 

All the extensions in air are built into the system and solved simultaneously with the 

equations for water, meaning that every grid point has an equation, either in air or water, 

either as active, boundary, or hole point. If the time step is converged, the convective 

extension is solved. When previous time step solutions are loaded to start the next time 

step, the solution is loaded in air. 
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3.6 Tables and Figures 

 

φ  1φ  2φ  

kσ  0.5 1.0 

ωσ  0.5 0.856 

β  0.075 0.0828 

*β  0.09 0.09 

κ  0.41 0.41 

γ  0.0553 0.04403 

Table 3-1: Blended k-ω/k-ε constants. 

Scheme wmm wm wn wp wpp 

1st order upwind 0 -1 1 0 0 

2nd order central 0 -1/2 0 1/2 0 

2nd order upwind 1/2 -2 3/2 0 0 

2nd order upwind biased (Quick) 1/8 -7/8 3/8 3/8 0 

3rd order upwind biased 1/6 -1 ½ 1/3 0 

4th order central 1/12 -2/3 0 2/3 1/12 

Table 3-2: Finite-difference weights for spatial discretization of convective terms. 
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Figure 3-1: First neighbors to the free surface. 

 

Figure 3-2: Pressure extrapolation into the air. 
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS FOR DRIFT ANGLE OF 10 DEGREES 

4.1 Overview 

The results are presented separately for the two different Froude numbers 

considered, 0.181 and 0.267. For both cases the simulations converged to a steady 

solution. Since the Wigley hull has a small B/L ratio and therefore, at small angles, the 

submerged shape does not form an obstacle large enough to generate an unsteady flow. 

For Fr = 0.181, a grid study and uncertainty analysis for CL, the coefficient of the wave-

making force applied to the hull, perpendicular to the incoming flow, is presented. 

For a higher Froude number, 0.267, the results are compared against available 

experimental data in terms of wave elevation and profile. 

The main characteristics of the flow are described, since a good understanding of 

the flow generated at a small drift angle will be a useful reference for the study of the 

complex flow at higher angles. In addition, analyzing the flow at several drift angles will 

allow for comparison between them and also the study of the effect of the drift angle in 

the flow.  

Finally, the effect of the increase in Froude number for this drift angle will be 

studied. 

4.2 Fr = 0.181 

4.2.1 Verification and validation 

The time history of the wave making lateral force calculated using 2nd and 3rd 

orders is shown in Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2. The first of them is a zoomed view to show 

the convergence for the three grids used, whereas the second one shows the whole time 

history of the fine mesh. The converged values of these variables for the fine mesh are 

shown in Table 4-1, where the value of the axial and transversal forces and the yaw 
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moment are also included, so these values can be compared with the ones obtained in 

other simulations. The simulation using 2nd order was started from the converged value of 

a similar simulation in which the entire outer boundary was considered as inlet, and 

hence, the initial value is not zero. 

This case was the only one in which the forces obtained could be compared with 

experimental data. This is the reason this case was chosen to perform a grid study and the 

associated uncertainty analysis. 

The verification and validation methodology and procedures follow Stern et al. 

[49] with an improved factor of safety method for grid spacing and a time-step 

uncertainty estimate that is a function of the ratio of the estimated order of accuracy and 

the theoretical order of accuracy of the numerical scheme  (P = pRE/pth). 

According to this methodology, the uncertainty USN associated with the numerical 

simulation can be decomposed into the uncertainty UI due to the iteration error, the 

uncertainty UG due to the grid refinement and the uncertainty UT due to the time step 

used, apart from other sources of uncertainty. 

Since the simulations converge to a steady state, UI is estimated by considering 

the variation of the variable over that last period of oscillation and using the deviation 

from the mean, based on the maximum, SU, and minimum, SL, values to provide an 

approximation of the iterative uncertainty: 

 LUI SSU −=
2
1  (5.1) 

The results obtained using this procedure to assess the uncertainty due to the 

iteration number are shown in Table 4-2.The maximum value is one order of magnitude 

smaller than the grid uncertainty, presented later. Therefore, correction of solutions for 

iterative error is not required. 
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With respect to the uncertainty associated with the time step, UT, since the flow is 

steady, the time step has a negligible influence on the final converged result. In addition, 

the time step used for this case was 0.001 seconds, one order of magnitude smaller than 

the usual values used. Nevertheless, and since it would have been impracticable to make 

a time step convergence study for every simulation considered, a time step study was 

carried out only for the 60 degree case, a much complicated case. That study shows that 

UT is, as UI, negligible in comparison with UG. As a final conclusion, it can be accepted 

that USN ≈ UG. 

The variable selected for validation is the wave-making lateral force, CL, as 

measured by Kashiwagi [24]. This magnitude is the projection over the ζ-axis 

(perpendicular to the incoming flow), as shown in Figure 4-3, of the total force acting on 

the ship excluding the frictional one and non-dimensionalized as: 

 
2

05.0 VS
F

C L
L ρ
= , (5.2) 

where FL is the wave-making lateral force, ρ is the water density, S0 is the wetted surface 

area of the hull in still water and V is the velocity on the ship. 

The results of the grid convergence study for both 2nd and 3rd orders are show in 

Table 4-3. 

As shown in Table 4-4, monotonic convergence is achieved for CL with P = 2.11. 

This shows that the solutions are far from the asymptotic range (P = 1). Due to the lack of 

experimental data, only verifications are conducted for Cx, Cy and CN, as summarized in 

Table 4-5. Monotonic convergence is achieved for Cx and Cy. Oscillatory convergence is 

achieved for CN. Compared to CL, Cx and Cy are closer to the asymptotic range; however, 

the oscillatory convergence of CN suggests that finer grids are needed to achieve the 

asymptotic range. It should be noted that the UG predicted by [50] is unreasonably small 

for P > 1, which is overcome by using [61]. 
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The validation, i.e., the comparison of the results with available experimental data 

is the final step of the process.  

The experimental study [24] did not provide estimates for the uncertainty in the 

measurements. As an approximation, a value of 2.5% will be used, since that is a typical 

value when measuring the drag of ship models. The model is validated since the 

comparison error E (difference between the experimental data and fine grid solution) is 

smaller than the validation uncertainty 2 2
V G DU U U= + . 

Finally, the values of y+ at the first grid surface nest to the hull when using 3rd 

order in the simulations are shown in Figure 4-4, Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6 for the fine, 

medium and coarse meshes respectively. The black line denotes the location of the free 

surface. The values above it are meaningless, as the equations for the flow are not solved 

at that region. It can be seen that the fine mesh fulfills the requirement of the turbulence 

model, y+<1, in the whole surface. On the other hand, medium and coarse grids show 

values of y+≈1.3 at the fore perpendicular and the fore part of the keel. These zones are 

very sharp and the flow changes direction and velocity magnitude very quickly at them. 

Although the maximum value obtained is not much greater than 1, grid refinement should 

be used to attain complete certainty. The same conclusions were obtained when 

examining the results from the 2nd order scheme, so the figures are not included. 

4.2.2 Description of the flow 

The flow around the ship is quite simple, as expected from the geometry of 

Wigley hull. With the exception of the bow and stern regions, the wave pattern is very 

similar to that of a ship in straight ahead motion, as shown in Figure 4-7.  

As expected, the flow stagnates on the windward side of the fore zone, as it 

collides with the hull. As a result, the free surface becomes higher, forming a bow wave. 

Since the hull wall is vertical above the waterline and nor the drift angle nor the Froude 

number are large, the bow wave does not break or overturn. The flow increases its speed 
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as it turns the fore perpendicular. Subsequently, the pressure drops and the free surface 

dives on the leeward side. A detailed view of the free surface on the bow region is shown 

in Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9. 

When both the flow coming from windward and leeward sides collide at the aft 

region, the velocity decreases and subsequently the pressure increases.  A small elevation 

is then produced, as seen in Figure 4-10. The “boomerang” shape of this elevation is 

consequent with the velocities in the area, higher away from the hull, so from the sides, 

the small wave is carried away faster. Also, a little vortex, due to the small amount of 

fluid overturning the sharp-end stern, is present. 

Figure 4-11 depicts the flow on the windward side of the fore zone. The flow 

stagnates along a vertical line close and parallel to the fore perpendicular and also near 

the free surface, in the zone where the bow wave is higher. Between these two main 

stagnation zones a singular point is generated, as the flow coming from the fore 

perpendicular and the free surface come together. From this point the flow is diverted 

both to the bow and to the stern, and two separation lines are visible. This separation 

generates a vortex, shown in yellow in the figure that extends up to the free surface. In 

order to clarify the flow in this region, a cross-section at that zone is shown at Figure 

4-12. 

Away from the fore end, the flow in the windward side is quite simple, as shown 

by the surface streamlines in Figure 4-13. 

Due to this sharp geometry of the hull, the flow on the leeward side of the bow is 

more complicated, as shown in Figure 4-14. The shape of the hull at the bottom of the 

bow can be assimilated to a flat plate with no thickness. As the fluid turns around the bow 

hull, a complicated vortical structure is generated. As shown in Figure 4-15, the Free 

Surface Vortex at Bow (FSVB) goes from the bottom of the bow up to the free surface. 

The Tip Vortex (TV) is generated in the tip and runs almost parallel to the hull, 

downstream. The Keel Vortex (KV) is generated close to the bow region as the flow turns 
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around the keel. The keel becomes less sharp near amidships and thus the vortex losses 

energy and is carried away from the hull by the incoming flow. That is why both the 

separation and reattachment lines move up from the keel as the distance from the bow 

increases. 

  The skin friction lines -surface streamlines laying on the first grid surface (j=2) 

from the hull- are shown in Figure 4-16. Firstly, it can be seen that the quasi horizontal 

flow turning the bow line and forming the vertical vortex reattaches to the hull along an 

attachment line. The same is true for the flow turning on the bottom line. Since flows 

from both zones come together near the tip, the reattachment line is inclined near the 

bottom of the bow. Secondly, the flow overturning the bottom of the hull tends to go 

higher, but, as doing so, it encounters flow coming down from the free surface. As they 

come together, the flow separates from the hull along an almost horizontal line. 

Two main vortices are detected at the aft end. The Aft Perpendicular Vortex 

(APV) is parallel to the aft perpendicular and is generated by the separation of the flow 

subject to the adverse pressure gradient at the aft end. The Free Surface Vortex at Stern 

(FSVS) is formed by a small whirl at the free surface and washed away by the main 

stream. A detailed view of the flow at this region can be seen in Figure 4-17. The volume 

streamlines ease the visualization of the flow at that region. The vortex is a consequence 

of the flow coming from the stern on the windward side, which encounters the flow 

coming from the bow on the leeward side and also the one coming from the keel. 

To complete the description of the flow, the recirculation zones shown in Figure 

4-18 are obtained using the iso-surface value of 0.3 for the total pressure head. As 

expected, the recirculation zones enclose the vortex cores. 

Finally, Figure 4-19, Figure 4-20, Figure 4-21, Figure 4-22 and Figure 4-23 show 

cross-sections of the leeward side of the domain to complete the description of the flow. 

In those figures the position of the free surface is represented by a white line. 
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4.3 Fr = 0.267 

For this case both the wave elevation and the wave profile were available, so the 

results from 2nd and 3rd order schemes are compared against them. 

The values obtained for the integral values are presented in Table 4-6. The results 

obtained using 3rd order are slightly higher in magnitude than the ones obtained with the 

2nd order scheme.  

4.3.1 Validation 

No verification of the results obtained for Fr=0.267 is carried out, since the 

discussion above for the Fr = 0.181 case is also valid here. The time step error is 

negligible given that the simulation leads to a steady state, that the time step used was 

very small compared with generally used values and provided that the time step 

verification for other, more complex, case corroborates it. Regarding the iteration error, 

the simulation was run long enough so this error could be neglected. Therefore, the main 

source of error in the simulation is again associated with the grid refinement, although, in 

this case, it is not estimated since it is expected to be of the same order found at the lower 

Froude number. 

To verify the turbulence model requirement for the minimum distance from the 

hull to the next point of the grid, the values of y+ are shown in Figure 4-24. The only 

problematic zone is the fore perpendicular. The values of y+ at that place are slightly 

higher than 1, so the turbulence model is, by a small quantity, not satisfied. It would be 

necessary to refine the grid in that region to be completely sure that the turbulence model 

is working properly there. 

Assuming that the turbulence model provides accurate results, given that 

maximum value of y+ is only slightly higher than limiting value, 1, a qualitative 
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validation of the results obtained is done by means of comparing the free surface 

elevation obtained with one obtained experimentally. 

Figure 4-25 and Figure 4-26 show the wave profiles obtained using both 2nd and 

3rd order schemes along with measurements by Song [45]. Both 2nd and 3rd scheme results 

agree compare well with the shape of the wave, although the amplitude is 

underestimated. Increasing the order gives slightly better results in terms of the 

amplitude, although it seems that more grid points are necessary. An overset block could 

be used to completely capture the amplitude of the wave. 

The same trend is appreciated in terms of the wave elevation, i.e., the amplitude is 

underestimated, as shown in Figure 4-27 and Figure 4-28 for 2nd and 3rd order, 

respectively. The figures show that the general trend is obtained, as lines representing 

small elevations match quite well with experimental data, especially in the leeward side. 

As the amplitude of the wave is not accurately captured, higher elevation CFD lines do 

not closely match EFD ones and appear shifted from them. As in the case of the wave 

profile, the 3rd order scheme gives better results, but still not close enough to the 

experimental results in terms of the amplitude of the wave. 

4.3.2 Description of the flow 

The increase in Froude number does not vary the main structure of the flow. The 

same vortices that were present in the Fr=0.181 case are also present in this one, 

although, as noticeable in Figure 4-29 , the higher speed slightly affects their shape and 

position. For example, APV vortex in the leeward side is now closer to the bow. Also, the 

separation and reattachment region created by the KV vortex is now thinner and extends 

further than in the Fr=0.181 case, as shown in Figure 4-30. 

A new feature is present. A small vertical vortex is formed in the bottom of the 

fore perpendicular, creating a new region of separation and reattachment near the tip of 

the bow, as shown in Figure 4-31. 
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The main differences in the free surface, apart from the obvious change in height, 

are that the bow wave is steeper on the leeward side and the wave period is larger for the 

lower Fr. Figure 4-32 and Figure 4-33 show the wave profiles for both Froude numbers. 

4.4 Summary 

This chapter has presented and discussed the results obtained for a drift angle of 

10 degrees at two Froude numbers, 0.181 and 0.267. The verification and validation 

procedures carried out provided very good results and endorsed the quality of the 

calculations performed. For this low drift angle the flow is very similar to that of straight 

ahead motion. The main characteristics of the flow, i.e., the main vortex, recirculation 

zones and separation and reattachment lines, have been examined and described. This 

will serve as reference when studying the flow at higher drift angles and also will allow 

the study of the effect of the drift angle on the flow. 

Regarding the effect of the Froude number for this drift angle, it has been shown 

that the increase from 0.181 to 0.267 does not affect the flow pattern in a significant way. 

The same main characteristics of the flow pattern are present for both Froude numbers. 

Only the shape and position of the vortices change slightly. 
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4.5 Tables and Figures 

 

Order CL Cx Cy CN 

2nd  4.126 x 10-2 4.592 x 10-3 4.238 x 10-2 -8.325 x 10-3 

3rd 4.089 x 10-2 4.493 x 10-3 4.203 x 10-2 -8.148 x 10-3 

Table 4-1: 10˚, Fr = 0.181. Converged values of integral variables, fine mesh. 

 Fine grid Medium grid Coarse grid 

2nd order 0.12 % 0.07 % 0.01 % 

3rd order 0.15 % 0.14 % 0.04 % 

Table 4-2: 10˚, Fr = 0.181. Iteration number uncertainty for CL (% Si). 

Order Coarse (S3) Medium (S2) Fine (S1) 

2nd 
0.04197 0.04152 0.04126 

- ε32 = -1.08 % ε21 = -0.63 % 

3rd 
0.04069 0.04087 0.04089 

- ε32 = 0.44 % ε21 = 0.05 % 

Note: 100/)( ×−= jijij SSSε  

Table 4-3: Grid convergence for CL at Fr = 0.181. 

Coarse Medium Fine RG P 
 

UG 
(%fine) 

|E| 
(%D) 

UV 
(%fine) 

0.04069 0.04087 0.04089 0.111 2.11 0.12 1.72 2.46 

Table 4-4: Verification and validation for CL at α=10˚, Fr = 0.181. 
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Variable Coarse Medium Fine RG P 
 

UG 
(%fine) 

Cx 0.0042895 0.0044227 0.0044931 0.53 0.61 3.39 

Cy 0.041764 0.042053 0.042137 0.29 1.19 0.12 

CN -0.0081648 -0.0080867 -0.0081476 -0.78 – 0.96 

Table 4-5: Verification study for Cx, Cy and CN at α=10˚, Fr = 0.181. 

Order Cx Cy CN 

2nd  5.102 x 10-3 4.377 x 10-2 -8.741 x 10-3 

3rd 5.055 x 10-3 4.345 x 10-2 -8.570 x 10-3 

Table 4-6: 10˚, Fr = 0.267. Converged values of integral variables. 

 

Figure 4-1: 10˚, Fr = 0.181, 2nd order. Time history for wave making lateral force. 
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Figure 4-2: 10˚, Fr = 0.181, 3rd order, fine grid. Time history for wave making 
lateral force coefficient.  

 

 

Figure 4-3: Coordinate system. 
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Figure 4-4: 10˚, Fr=0.181, 3rd order, fine mesh. y+ contours. 

 

Figure 4-5: 10˚, Fr=0.181, 3rd order, medium mesh. y+ contours. 
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Figure 4-6: 10˚, Fr=0.181, 3rd order, coarse mesh. y+ contours. 

 

Figure 4-7: 10˚, Fr=0.181. Free surface, general view. 
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Figure 4-8: 10˚, Fr=0.181. Bow wave detail, from leeward side. 

 

Figure 4-9: 10˚, Fr=0.181. Bow wave detail, windward side. 
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Figure 4-10: 10˚, Fr=0.181. Free surface, stern region. 

 

Figure 4-11: 10˚, Fr=0.181. Flow at the fore zone, windward side. 
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Figure 4-12: 10˚, Fr=0.181. Cross setion at x/L = 0.0065, windward side. 

 

Figure 4-13: 10˚, Fr=0.181. Surface streamlines on windward side. 
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Figure 4-14: 10˚, Fr=0.181. Flow in leeward side. General view. 

 

Figure 4-15: 10˚, Fr=0.181. Flow in leeward side. Bow region. 
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Figure 4-16: 10˚, Fr=0.181. Surface streamlines next to the hull. Bow region, 
leeward side. 

 

Figure 4-17: 10˚, Fr=0.181. Flow in aft zone, leeward side. 
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Figure 4-18: 10˚, Fr=0.181. Recirculation zones and vortex cores (in red). 

 

Figure 4-19: 10˚, Fr=0.181. Cross section at x/L=0.1.Leeward side. 
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Figure 4-20: 10˚, Fr=0.181. Cross section at x/L=0.3.Leeward side. 

 

Figure 4-21: 10˚, Fr=0.181. Cross section at x/L=0.5.Leeward side. 
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Figure 4-22: 10˚, Fr=0.181. Cross section at x/L=0.7.Leeward side. 

 

Figure 4-23: 10˚, Fr=0.181. Cross section at x/L=0.9.Leeward side. 
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Figure 4-24: 10˚, Fr=0.267, 3rd order. y+ values next to the hull. 

 

Figure 4-25: 10˚, Fr=0.267. Windward wave profile. 
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Figure 4-26: 10˚, Fr=0.267. Leeward wave profile. 

 

Note: Dotted lines represent EFD data, solid lines represent CFD data 

Figure 4-27: 10˚, Fr=0.267. Wave elevation, 2nd order. 
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Note: Dotted lines represent EFD data, solid lines represent CFD data 

Figure 4-28: 10˚, Fr=0.267. Wave elevation, 3rd order. 

 

Figure 4-29: 10˚, Fr=0.267. Streamlines close to the hull in the bow region. 
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Figure 4-30: 10˚, Fr=0.181. Separation and reattachment associated with keel 
vortex. 

 

Figure 4-31: 10˚, Fr=0.267. Detail of flow near the bow tip. Leeward side. 
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Figure 4-32: 10˚, Wave profile at windward side. 

 

Figure 4-33: 10˚, Wave profile at leeward side. 
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CHAPTER 5. RESULTS FOR DRIFT ANGLE OF 30 DEGREES 

5.1 Overview 

Simulations are carried out for an intermediate drift angle, 30 degrees, for two 

main reasons. First of all, the jump from 10 to 60 degrees in the drift angle is quite 

extreme and therefore, including this intermediate angle makes the study more complete 

and helps understanding the big change in the flow caused by the dramatic increase in the 

drift angle. Secondly, the flow for the 60 degree case if fairly complicated, as explained 

later, and it was expected that the flow for cases with smaller angles would show a 

behavior similar to that of the bigger drift angle, but also that its main characteristics 

would be more easily identifiable. In other words, it was expected that the intermediate 

angles would help understanding the flow for the higher (45 and 60 degrees) drift angles. 

Only one Froude number, 0.181, is considered for this drift angle. The turbulence 

model selected was DES because it was expected that for this quite large drift angle the 

flow would become unsteady. In contrast, even if the code was run in time accurate 

mode, the result obtained is a steady flow, so the turbulence model behaves as a pure 

BKE. 

With respect to the verification of the results, as explained before, no studies are 

performed for this case, since the results obtained for lower and greater angles give 

enough confidence in the accuracy of the solution obtained for this intermediate drift 

angle. 

5.2 Fr = 0.181 

5.2.1 Time history of integral variables 

The time history of Cx, Cy and CN is presented in Figure 5-1. The initial condition 

for the simulation is calm water, which explains why the values of the forces and the 
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moment are null at the start at the start of the run. It can be seen how they converge to a 

constant value, even if the simulation was run in time-accurate mode. 

The yaw-moment and the lateral force converge faster that the axial force, which 

is more influenced than the other two by the elevation of the free surface. The 

convergence of the free surface elevation is slow and therefore the axial force is the last 

one to converge to a constant value. 

The converged values are shown in Table 5-1. 

5.2.2 Description of the flow 

Figure 5-2 shows the elevation of the free surface. Stagnation on the windward 

side of the hull creates a bow wave, as in the rest of the cases. As expected, the height of 

this wave is bigger than in the lower drift angle cases. The flow accelerates as it turns the 

fore perpendicular and the subsequent pressure drop is manifested by the loss of height of 

the free surface on the leeward side, as shown in Figure 5-3. 

Back flow coming from the hull at the free surface, can be appreciated at Figure 

5-4. This flow creates a bump close to the hull but not next to it. 

The flow, as expected, stagnates near the bow on the windward section. Figure 

5-5 shows a representation of the flow at this region. The stagnation point, easily 

identified by means of the pressure contour, is the origin of all the surface (on the grid 

plane closest to the hull) streamlines on its neighborhood. These streamlines continue in 

all directions leaving the stagnation point and also the attachment line, vertical in this 

case, that runs from the stagnation point to the bottom of the bow.  

A small vortex, depicted in yellow, is formed near the free surface. Volume 

streamlines are included in the figure to visualize the flow generated. Also, Figure 5-6 

represents a cross section at x/L=0.055 where the contours represent the x-component of 

the vorticity vector and the white line shows the position of the free surface. 
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Still on the windward side of the flow, but far from the bow, the surface 

streamlines show a much simpler pattern, as depicted in Figure 5-7. The flow moves 

towards the stern and also down towards the keel. 

The leeward side of the flow is much more complex than the windward side. The 

flow overturning both perpendiculars and the sharp zones of the keel is strongly 

accelerated as a result of the sudden change of the geometry, leading to the formation of 

several vortices. Figure 5-8 shows a schematic view of the flow on the leeward side of 

the domain, from below the free surface. Vortex cores are depicted in yellow and several 

volume streamlines are included to help visualizing the flow.  

It is better to analyze the flow in different zones separately. The flow in the 

leeward side of the bow is presented in Figure 5-9. The flow is more complex than in the 

10 degree case. Two whirls in the free surface are present in this case in the bow region. 

The streamlines show how the fluid is suctioned down. The cores of the vortices that start 

at these whirls have complex geometries. Originated at the aft-most whirl, Free Surface 

Vortex 2 (FSV2) extends towards the stern, as illustrated by the streamlines. Two vortex 

cores are generated near the foremost whirl. Free Surface Vortex Bow (FSVB) extends to 

the bow and the other one, Free Surface Vortex 1 (FSV1), towards the stern, interacting 

with the vortex coming form the other free surface whirl. One of the streamlines, the blue 

one, shows a quite bizarre behavior. Coming from the free surface, near the whirl closest 

to the bow, it continues downstream being twisted by the vortex. Then, when it comes 

near the other whirl, is pushed back towards the bow, where is influenced by the vortex 

coming down form the first whirl and then is carried again downstream being twisted at 

the same time by the vortex generated at the bottom of the bow. 

In this case, the presence of whirls on the free surface predicts the existence of 

vortex cores associated to them and all the depicted streamlines, except the one 

highlighted before, are consequent with them. 
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The vortices KV1 and TV, generated at the bottom of the fore perpendicular and 

at the fore part of the keel, were also present at α = 10̊  case . Both vortices extend 

backwards, but, while the tip vortex increases its strength with the flow coming from the 

stern and reaches the external boundary of the domain, the other one loses strength 

gradually as the curvature of the keel increases. The increase of α does not alter their 

shapes significantly. 

The structure of the surface streamlines next to the hull is also complicated and 

can be observed in Figure 5-10. Basically, a reattachment line extends from the bottom of 

the bow to a point downstream where the flow coming from the bow collides with the 

flow coming from the stern. This point is easily identifiable, as the pressure reaches a 

maximum there. As usual, this reattachment is between two separation lines, one above 

and one below. Another reattachment line is visible near the keel; this reattachment is due 

to the presence of the keel vortex. 

There is a zone, detailed in the same figure, where the influence of the free 

surface distorts the structure of the flow. A separation point appears, but in this case the 

streamlines merging on it do not form a cross, but a circle. 

On the amidships zone of the leeward side the flow is much simpler. Separation 

and attachment lines remain almost horizontal, although the reattachment line caused by 

the keel vortex gains height as the vortex loses strength. Apart from that, the flow is 

influenced by the vortices KV2, KV3 and KV4 that are formed at the keel and that were 

not present for lower drift angles. In Figure 5-11 the Q-criteria is used, making easy to 

observe how the boundary layer coming from the windward side becomes unstable and 

rolls over, forming the mentioned vortices. The surface streamlines are shown in Figure 

5-12 

The most important feature of the flow in the aft region is the vortex shown in 

Figure 5-13. This vortex, formed by the flow turning around the stern, was also present at 

α = 10˚ case but it has been shifted by the increase of the drift angle. Its influence in the 
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separation and reattachment of the flow to the hull can be observed in Figure 5-14. Figure 

5-15 shows how recirculation zones enclose the vortex cores. 

Cross sections of the leeward side of the domain, near the hull are presented in 

Figure 5-16, Figure 5-17, Figure 5-18, Figure 5-19 and Figure 5-20. As usual, the free 

surface position is represented by a white line.  

In connection with the results from the lower drift angle, 10˚, the flow, that 

remains steady, is very similar to the flow obtained for the lower angle. The main 

characteristics of the flow pattern are still present for 30˚ . The geometry of the free 

surface is a little more complex, especially at the leeward side of the fore zone, where a 

new vortex appears, but in general it remains similar. With respect to the vortices already 

present at 10̊, they gain size as the hull becomes a larger obstacle for the flow. New 

vortices are generated also at the keel, since for this higher drift angle the change in 

direction of the flow becomes more abrupt at that region. In contrast, vortex APV is not 

observed at this α. 

Special attention should be given to these keel vortices when analyzing the flow 

at higher drift angles, since the mentioned change in direction will become even more 

important. In addition, it is expected that the trend observed in the change of size of the 

main vortices when the drift angle is changed from 10 to 30 degrees will continue for 

further increases in the angle.  

5.3 Tables and Figures 

 

Cx Cy CN 

8.613 x 10-4 2.272 x 10-1 -3.341 x 10-2 

Table 5-1: 30˚, Fr = 0.181, DES. Converged values of integral variables. 
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Figure 5-1: 30˚, Fr = 0.181, DES. Time history of integral variables. 
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Figure 5-2: 30˚, Fr = 0.181. General view of the free surface. 

 

Figure 5-3: 30˚, Fr = 0.181. Free surface elevation near the bow, from leeward side. 
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Figure 5-4: 30˚, Fr = 0.181. Free surface, bow wave. Windward side. 

 

Figure 5-5: 30˚, Fr = 0.181. Streamlines on bow region, windward. 
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Figure 5-6: 30˚, Fr = 0.181. Cross section at x/L=0.055. 

 

Figure 5-7: 30˚, Fr = 0.181. Surface streamlines on windward side. 
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Figure 5-8: 30˚, Fr = 0.181. Flow in leeward side. General view. 

 

Figure 5-9: 30˚, Fr = 0.181. Flow pattern (vortices and streamlines) in leeward side. 
Fore region. 
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Figure 5-10: 30˚, Fr = 0.181. Surface streamlines next to the hull. Bow region, 
leeward side. 

 

Figure 5-11: 30˚, Fr = 0.181. Flow pattern in leeward side. General view. 
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Figure 5-12: 30˚, Fr = 0.181. Surface streamlines next to the hull. Amidships. 

 

Figure 5-13: 30˚, Fr = 0.181. Flow in aft zone, leeward side. 
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Figure 5-14: 30˚, Fr = 0.181. Streamlines close to the hull at the stern, leeward 
region. 

 

Figure 5-15: 30˚, Fr = 0.181. Recirculation zones. 
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Figure 5-16: 30˚, Fr = 0.181. Cross section at X/L=0.1. Leeward side. 

 

Figure 5-17: 30˚, Fr = 0.181. Cross section at X/L=0.3. Leeward side. 
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Figure 5-18: 30˚, Fr = 0.181. Cross section at X/L=0.5. Leeward side. 

 

Figure 5-19: 30˚, Fr = 0.181. Cross section at X/L=0.7. Leeward side. 
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Figure 5-20: 30˚, Fr = 0.181. Cross section at X/L=0.9. Leeward side. 
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CHAPTER 6. RESULTS FOR DRIFT ANGLE OF 45 DEGREES 

6.1 Overview 

This is the lowest α at which unsteadiness is detected using DES. 

The study of the flow generated at this drift angle is carried out because the jump 

from 30º to 60º is too large and the flows are very different. As explained later, the flow 

at 60º is unsteady and very complex. Thus, obtaining the flow –unsteady but not so 

complicated- at this intermediate angle eases and sheds light to the study of more intricate 

flows. 

6.2 Fr = 0.181, DES 

6.2.1 Time history of integral variables 

As mentioned above, the integral variables coefficients, Cx, Cy and CN do not 

converge to a constant value. The simulation is run until the evolution of the coefficients 

reaches a statistically converged stage. The averaged values are shown in Table 6-1. 

 

6.2.2 Description of the main flow 

The free surface shown in Figure 6-1 and Figure 6-2 has an even more complex 

pattern. As shown in Figure 6-3 and Figure 6-4, the flow pattern on the leeward side of 

the fore zone is very similar to that found at α = 30̊ . As illustrated in Figure 6-5 and 

Figure 6-6, the same vortices KV, TV and FSVS are also observed, although FSVS 

becomes even more complicated. 

Differently from the 30º case, the free surface whirls are not found and two new 

vortices are generated. Amidships Vortex (AV) is generated at the amidships region, near 

the free surface and runs parallel to the ship’s longitudinal direction. The other vortex is 
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Karman vortex (KAV) that is between the ship’s hull and the main tip vortex TV. 

Whereas AV remains steady, the KAV is unstable as described next. 

 

6.2.3 Instability analysis 

Figure 6-7 and Figure 6-8 show time histories and FFT of the axial and lateral 

forces and yaw moment for the flow in a statistically steady state. Cx, Cy and CN have the 

same dominant frequency f = 8. The frequency magnitude of Cx is almost one order of 

magnitude smaller than those of the Cy and CN. Additionally, there is another dominant 

frequency for CX at 0.8. Examination of the flow shows that two vortical structures 

oscillate at f = 8. As shown in Fig. 19, the first is the oscillation of the main tip vortex 

(TV) near the hull and the other is a Karman-like vortex found between the tip vortex and 

the hull. 

Figure 6-10 shows a detailed view of evolution of the Karman-like vortex, caused 

by the interaction of opposite signed vortices. Its frequency is scaled using the universal 

St 

 k
h

S

f hSt
U

= , (1) 

where fk is the frequency of the Karman-like shedding, h is the half wake thickness, and 

US is the irrotational velocity at the point of separation. FFT of the pressure at a point on 

the shedding path, (x, y, z) = (0.1512, 0.0210, -0.0384), shows a dominating frequency fk 

= 8. Thus  

 8 0.013 0.08
1.3hSt ×

= =  (2) 

scales well with the universal St for this type of instability, which lie in the range of 

0.07~0.09. 
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Following the work from Xing et al. [60] and Gursul -[13] and [14]-, the same 

methodology of helical instability analysis was conducted for the tip vortex. The 

evolutions of the pressure of several points at different streamwise locations along the 

vortex core were obtained and the corresponding FFT were calculated. Figure 6-11 and 

Figure 6-11 show the non-dimensional frequency St = fL/U0 and the Stx number of these 

points. Overall St continuously decreases with increase of x-xorigin, which is consistent 

with tip vortices analyzed for KVLCC2 [60]. Stx shows oscillations with a mean value of 

2.5 while almost constant values for Stx were observed for KVLCC2. The difference may 

be caused by the effect of the free surface, grid resolution, and interaction between the tip 

vortex and other vortical structures and need further investigation. The tip vortex appears 

to be the cause for the low dominant frequency at f = 0.8 for Cx. 

Finally the recirculation region and the region where LES is active are shown in 

Figure 6-13 and Figure 6-14. It clearly shows that LES is active inside the recirculation 

region that is larger than that observed for lower α flows. 
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6.3 Tables and Figures 

Cx Cy CN 

-2.173 x 10-3 3.739 x 10-1 -4.512 x 10-2 

Table 6-1: 45º, Fr = 0.181, DES. Averaged values of integral variables. 

 

Figure 6-1: 45º, Fr = 0.181. Mean flow. Free surface elevation. 
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Figure 6-2: 45º, Fr = 0.181. Mean flow. Free surface elevation. Bow detail. 

 

Figure 6-3: 45º, Fr = 0.181. Mean flow. Flow pattern at fore region, leeward side. 
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Figure 6-4: 45º, Fr = 0.181. Mean flow. Surface streamlines on hull and free surface 
at fore region, leeward side. 

 

Figure 6-5: 45º, Fr = 0.181. Mean flow. Flow pattern, Q=200. 
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Figure 6-6: 45º, Fr = 0.181. Mean flow. Flow pattern at aft zone, Q=200. 

 

Figure 6-7: 45º, Fr = 0.181. Time history of force and moment coefficients. 
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Figure 6-8: 45º, Fr = 0.181. FFT of time history of force and moment coefficients. 

 

Figure 6-9: 45º, Fr = 0.181. Main tip vortex oscillation. 
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Figure 6-10: 45º, Fr = 0.181. Evolution of KAV. 

 

Figure 6-11: 45º, Fr = 0.181. Variation of Tip Vortex frequency, St. 
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Figure 6-12: 45º, Fr = 0.181. Variation of Tip Vortex frequency, Stx. 

 

Figure 6-13: 45º, Fr = 0.181. Recirculation regions. 
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Figure 6-14: 45º, Fr = 0.181. LES regions. 
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CHAPTER 7. RESULTS FOR DRIFT ANGLE OF 60 DEGREES 

7.1 Overview 

Three different Froude numbers are simulated: 0.181, 0.267 and 0.361, so a study 

of the effect of the Froude number can be done. As explained later, the Froude number 

has an important impact on the wetted surface area and therefore on the forces acting 

over the hull, especially on the lateral one. 

First, a verification of the results obtained for Fr=0.181 is carried out to asses 

their quality. Then, the results of the simulations are presented, including both the 

evolution of the integral variables and the description of the flow obtained.  

Special attention was devoted to the Fr=0.181 case. The simulation was run with 

two different spatial orders (2nd and 3rd) and two different turbulence models (BKW and 

DES). The simulation using 2nd order and BKW resulted in a steady solution, whereas an 

unsteady solution was obtained using 3rd order and DES. 

7.2   Verification 

Since this is the case for which the flow becomes most complex, it is reasonable 

to choose it to perform verification studies for the results obtained. In addition, by doing 

so, the calculations for intermediate angles lie between verified simulations and therefore 

it can be assumed that the results obtained for intermediate drift angles are also verified. 

Unfortunately, no experimental data was available to validate these calculations 

and therefore, only verification procedures can be carried out for this drift angle. The 

assessment of the uncertainties associated to the different sources of error considered is 

detailed next. 
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7.2.1 Iterative uncertainty 

The uncertainty associated with the iterative error is studied for the Fr=0.181, 3rd 

order-DES, case. The iterative error can be usually neglected for converged, steady 

solutions, but it has to be considered for unsteady simulations. The number of inner 

iterations for each time step is a fundamental parameter for the accurate simulation of the 

flow, since the free surface is recalculated at each of these iterations. Moreover, for these 

extreme cases the free surface adopts a complex unsteady configuration, so it can take 

several inner iterations for the Level Set function to precisely capture the actual position 

of the free surface. 

The results of assessing the iterative error can be seen in Figure 7-1. The number 

of iteration was shifted from the normally used value of 3 to 5 for a short period of time. 

The maximum error in the simulation with less inner iterations with respect to the more 

accurate one is stated in Table 7-1 for CX, CY and CN. The error is bigger for the 

longitudinal force, as expected since it is more influenced by the free surface elevation 

than the rest of the integral variables, but is less than 0.69% and therefore simulations 

were carried out using 3 inner iterations for efficiency. 

7.2.2 Time step uncertainty 

The next source of error considered is the derived from the election of the time 

step. In order to quantify the possible error, a convergence study is made by running a 

case with 3 different time steps. Due to the high computational costs, the time step study 

was only done for the Fr=0.181, 3rd order-DES case, using the medium mesh. 

The study is carried out for ∆t = 0.01, 0.00707 and 0.005 non-dimensional 

seconds. Time histories of the axial and lateral forces, along with the z-moment, are 

shown in Figure 7-2. Time-step study shows monotonic convergence with uncertainties 
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1.53, 9.09, and 1.91 for Cx, Cy, and CN, respectively. As a result, time step of 0.005 was 

used for the rest of the simulations. 

7.2.3 Grid uncertainty 

Finally, a grid study is carried out to quantify the uncertainty due to the grid used.  

Table 7-3 shows the grid convergence study with time history and running mean 

shown in Figure 7-3. 

Monotonic convergence is only achieved for Cy. Cx and CN oscillatorially and 

monotonically diverge, respectively. As shown later, Cx is more sensitive to the change of 

wave elevation than Cy, which shows a large range of values on different grids. 

Additionally, there is a strong non-linear coupling between the numerical and modeling 

errors for DES simulations. These two error sources will be both changed when grid is 

refined, which cannot be separated and analyzed using the current V&V methodology 

and procedures and requires further investigations. 

Finally, the quality of the grid for the turbulence model is checked by obtaining 

the values of y+ for the first grid points near the hull. As shown in Figure 7-4, the values 

are lower than 1 for the whole surface expect at the fore perpendicular and the fore zone 

of the keel, where y+ reaches values of around 1.2. The grid should be refined in this 

region to be sure that the turbulence model is working as expected. 

7.3 Fr = 0.181, DES. Unsteady flow 

In order to avoid a tedious repetition of similar flow characteristics for all the 

cases, this one is described in detail and then compared with the rest of the results to 

asses the impact on the change in spatial order, turbulence model and grid refinement. 
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7.3.1 Time history of integral variables 

The time history of Cx, Cy and CN is shown in Figure 7-5, whereas the converged 

values of the running mean are shown in Table 7-4. 

The surprising negative value of the axial force is explained by the complex 

configuration of the wave generated by this large drift angle. The axial force is highly 

dependent of the position of the free surface and in the description of the flow it is shown 

that the wave profile on the windward side is does not vary much from the fore to the aft 

region, whereas in the leeward side the wave elevation is lower on the bow region. This 

configuration of the wave “pushes” the ship forward.  

7.3.2 Description of the mean flow 

A general view of the free surface is shown in Figure 7-6. As in the rest of the 

cases there is a stagnation point on the windward side of the bow. As expected, the water 

turning around both perpendiculars is accelerated and the subsequent pressure drop 

makes the free surface elevation to be much lower in the leeward side of the hull than in 

the windward side, especially in the bow. 

 Apart from the bow wave, another drastic elevation of the free surface is found 

on the leeward side. As in the rest of the cases, flow coming from below the keel and the 

bow and stern regions come together at the leeward side and the increase of pressure 

generates a big elevation on the free surface, visible in Figure 7-7. Apart from that, as 

shown in Figure 7-8, several vortices form at the leeward side. Between FSVB at the bow 

and FSV2 in the amidships region a steep deformation of the free surface is also 

observed. Given its steepness and the velocity vectors as shown, the wave appears to be 

breaking. However, resolving the breaking structures would require a much finer grid in 

that region and is out of the scope of this study. 
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The most interesting feature of the flow in the windward side is located at the 

bow. In this case, there is not backflow on the bow wave, as can be seen in Figure 7-9  

The structure of the flow at the windward side of the bow region, which is 

presented in Figure 7-10, is very similar to the rest of the cases. In this case, the main 

stagnation point if found at the free surface, from where the flow comes down. There is 

another stagnation point at a lower point, although, in this case, not all the streamlines 

originate at this point. From this point two separation lines originate. One runs 

horizontally to the fore perpendicular while the other continues until the bottom of the 

bow. This layout, where the main stagnation point is at the free surface, generates only 

one vortex, depicted in yellow in the same figure. Volume streamlines are included in the 

figure, as an attempt to clarify the flow in the region. 

Figure 7-11 show a cross section of the domain at x/L = 0.025. The contours 

represent different levels of the x-component of the vorticity vector and the thick white 

line shows the location of the free surface. As shown, the vortices are quite close to the 

hull and not so separated and well defined as in the cases with higher Froude numbers. 

Far from the bow, the streamlines close to the hull present a much simpler 

behavior, as can be appreciated in Figure 7-12. The flow, after stagnating near the bow, 

moves towards the stern and also is carried downwards to the keel. 

The flow in the leeward side is fairly complicated, mainly due to the flow 

overturning the sharp edges of the hull. General views are shown in Figure 7-13 and 

Figure 7-14, where vortices are depicted in yellow and several streamlines are included. 

The main vortex, which was generated at the tip end for the lower α values, starts now at 

the free surface level of the fore perpendicular. In order to ease comparison with lower α 

results, the vortex is still labeled “TV”. Another vortex, Free Surface Vortex at Bow 

(FSVB) is generated at the free surface whirl. Note that vortices generated at the free 

surface were present for α = 30˚, but not for the α = 45˚ case. Similarly to the α = 45o 
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case, Karman vortices (KAV) are also found in the fore zone, between the hull and the 

main tip vortex, as shown in Figure 7-15. 

The change in drift angle from 10 to 30 and 45 degrees showed that the increase 

in the angle has an impact on the flow field near the keel. As the change in direction 

becomes more abrupt, more vortices are generated near the stern. Naturally, this feature 

was expected to be even more important for 60 degrees, but the examination of the flow 

field leads to different conclusions. The recirculation is more important near the free 

surface and flow coming from below the keel does not move up abruptly. Instead, it 

passes below the recirculation zone without much change in direction. As a result, the 

keel vortices disappear and are replaced by three Free Surface Vortices (FSV1, FSV2 and 

FSV3), which are almost vertical and formed along the hull’s length by the flow 

recirculation. The general flow pattern on the leeward side may be appreciated in Figure 

7-16. The strong velocity gradient found at the region makes these vortices unstable, as 

shown later. 

Finally, the Free Surface Vortex at the Stern (FSVS) in Figure 7-17 reduces its 

size at this angle, probably due to the increase size of the recirculation region. 

 Figure 7-18 depicts the recirculation at the free surface. The contours show the 

magnitude of the axial velocity using only two colors to help differentiate the direction of 

the velocity. It can be seen that the flow, after passing around the bow, creates a big 

recirculation zone at the leeward side of the domain, close to the hull. This big 

recirculation, apart from being the origin of the instabilities, fills the region and, as a 

result, the flow coming from below the hull does not go up. Instead, it passes below the 

mainly horizontal flow coming from and going back to the fore zone. This can be easily 

seen in Figure 7-19, where the streamlines passing near the edges of the hull are depicted. 

It can be seen that the stream lines coming from the bow fill the leeward side of the aft 

zone, close to the hull. As shown in that figure, the flow coming from below the hull does 

not follow the hull up. Instead, it passes below the flow coming from the bow and then 
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becomes affected by the tip vortex –TV- generated at the bow, which is quite far from the 

hull at the aft zone. A more detailed review of the effect of the drift angle in the flow 

pattern is included in Chapter 8. 

Finally, several cross-sections are shown in Figure 7-20, Figure 7-21, Figure 7-22, 

Figure 7-23, Figure 7-24, Figure 7-25, Figure 7-26, Figure 7-27 and Figure 7-28 to 

complete the description of the flow in the leeward side. 

7.3.3 Instabilities study 

7.3.3.1 Fr = 0.181, 3rd order, DES, medium mesh 

The time history of the axial force, Cx, the lateral force, Cy, and the yaw moment, 

CN, is presented in Figure 7-29. The variables show a periodic behavior that is well 

identified in the Fast Fourier Transform diagram shown in Figure 7-30. The same 

frequencies are present for all the variables, although their magnitudes are different. This 

is normal, since the same feature of the flow can affect different forces in a different way. 

The main frequencies obtained are given in Table 7-5. As expected from the 

periodic shape of the signals, the main frequencies form a harmonic set. The relative 

magnitude of the frequencies is more similar between the lateral force and the yaw 

moment. 

Although the flow calculated using the medium mesh is described and compared 

later to the one obtained with the fine mesh, it is important to have a clear vision of the 

mean flow before studying the instabilities. The main vortex at the leeward side of the aft 

zone, vortex FSV3 in the fine grid results, is shown in Figure 7-31. 

The study of the flow field over time gives the cause of the unsteadiness. As 

shown in Figure 7-32 and Figure 7-33, a vortex is shed periodically from the keel in the 

amidships region. Figure 7-32 shows the evolution of the vortex from the point of view of 

the streamlines at z/L = -0.01 while Figure 7-33 illustrates the same phenomena using the 
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Q-criterion to visualize the vortices. Figure 7-34 shows the topology of the flow during a 

main period. 

The shedding of the main vortex produces smaller vortices on the flow, which 

periods of existence are submultiples of the main period and hence the harmonic 

frequencies found in the time history of the forces. The first of these subordinate vortices 

is created when the main vortex reaches the stern region and transforms the flow in that 

region. The evolution of this stern vortex can be seen at Figure 7-35. 

Another vortex is produced by the principal vortex when it separates from the 

hull. As the vortex is shed, the boundary layer in its neighborhood is shifted and, as a 

result, a new vortex adjacent to the wall is created. This vortex grows and then becomes 

smaller and disappears without being shed when a new principal vortex is generated. 

Figure 7-36 shows the evolution of this flapping vortex. 

Kandasamy [21] made a study of flapping instabilities. He proposed the following 

formula for the frequency: 

 
DFn

f
ρπ2

1
=  (7.3) 

where Fr is the Froude number of the simulation, ρ is the density of the fluid and D is the 

half magnitude of the oscillation of the crest of the wave at the region. After substitution 

of the values in the formula, a value of 83 Hz is obtained. This value does not correspond 

to the usual frequency detected for this oscillation. The reason for this disagreement is 

that the oscillation of the flapping vortex detected in the flow is not generated by the 

same mechanisms described by Kandasamy. On that work, the oscillation is related to the 

entrainment of fluid in the zone, mostly affected by the oscillation of the free surface. In 

the present case, the instability is generated by the shedding of another vortex, which 

suctions the fluid in the region, generating this new vortex. In fact, the oscillation of the 

free surface in the region is almost negligible. To study the topology of this instability, 
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the vortex cores and the surface streamlines close to the hull are presented in Figure 7-37 

for several time steps, spanning the evolution of the flapping vortex. 

In addition, the evolution of the surface streamlines close to the hull in the aft 

region is shown in Figure 7-38 

In order to relate these phenomena with the study of instabilities, the Strouhal 

number associated with the main vortex is calculated and it is found that it compares well 

with the universal Strouhal number defined by Rosko [39] as: 

 
S

h U
fhSt =  (7.4) 

where f is the frequency of the fluctuation, h is the width of the wake and US is the 

irrotational velocity at the point of separation. From Figure 7-31 (mean flow) the width of 

the vortex is obtained. Obtaining US in not trivial, as shear flow is dominant in the region 

in which the vortex forms, so locating the end of the boundary layer is not easy. As show 

in Figure 7-39, the velocity vectors are plotted in the region and it is assumed that the 

boundary layer ends where the variation in the velocity begins being linear. The value of 

US  is taken at that point.  

The value obtained is: 

 075.0
1.0

035.0215.0
≈

×
=hSt  (7.5) 

which compares well with the universal Strouhal number, relatively constant for different 

geometries, that has a value of 0.07-0.09. 

7.3.3.2 Fr = 0.181, 3rd order, DES, fine mesh 

Figure 7-40 shows the time history for, Cx, Cy and CN along with their 

correspondent running means. It is obvious that the signal is not as simple as in the 
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medium grid case. The FFT, shown in Figure 7-41, proves it, as the main frequencies are 

not so well defined in this case. With the guidance of the conclusions obtained from the 

study of the results from the medium grid and for α = 45º, an attempt is done to analyze 

the evolution of the horizontal forces and the yaw moment coefficients and also to relate 

that evolution to the features of the flow. The solution from the medium grid should be, at 

least, similar to the one obtained with the fine grid so it should be a good starting point 

for the study of the fine grid. 
 

The evolution of the FSV3 vortex is shown in Figure 7-42 and Figure 7-43. A 

point of its neighborhood, (x, y, z) = (0.850, 0.022, -0.052) is selected to obtain the 

variables needed to scale the frequency: 

                                            0.2 0.035 0.078
0.09hSt ×

= ≈  (7.6) 

which is inside the range prescribed for the universal St. 

Following the study of α = 45˚, the evolution of the KAV was also studied. As 

shown by Figure 7-44 and Figure 7-45, this vortex is unsteady and the corresponding 

dominant frequency at point (x, y, z) = (0.085, 0.011, -0.050) is 0.3, which leads to 

 

                                                          0.3 0.17 0.074
0.688hSt ×

= ≈  (7.7) 

Compared to the cases with lower α, FFT of the horizontal force and yaw moment 

coefficients show a much broader range of frequency contents, which is consistent with a 

much broader range of scales of vortices visualized in the corresponding figures. Most of 

the energy is possessed by the low-frequency modes, especially between 0.1 and 0.5. The 

complexity of the vortex system makes the isolation of the frequencies and instability 

analysis for the whole flow field very difficult. 
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The evolution of the pressure of three points at different streamwise locations 

along the TV vortex cores was obtained and the corresponding FFT was calculated in 

order to detect the frequency of the helical mode. Figure 7-46 and Figure 7-47 show St = 

fL/U0 and the Stx number of these three points. The frequencies obtained at the points of 

the vortex show the same trend observed for the delta wing and the KVLCC2, i.e., in 

terms of fL/U0 decreases and Stx increases as x increases, although Stx shows more 

dependency of x herein, which is possibly due to the issues already discussed for α = 45o 

TV instability analysis. 

Finally, as in the rest of the cases, the recirculation and the LES regions are 

shown in Figure 7-48 and in Figure 7-49. 

 

7.3.4 Comparison with 2nd order-BKE results 

The use of 2nd order and BKE turbulence model for the same configuration leads 

to a steady solution as shown in Figure 7-50. The converged values of the integral 

variables are shown in Table 7-6, along with the values presented before for the 3rd order-

DES approach. 

It can be seen that the values are similar except for Cx. This big difference is 

caused by the also important disagreement in the position of the free surface near the bow 

on the leeward side, as shown later. 

The flow field of the converged, steady solution obtained using 2nd order and 

BKE turbulence model can be compared with the averaged flow obtained using 3rd order 

and DES. In terms of the elevation of the free surface, the differences in the wave profile 

can be observed in Figure 7-51. Although the wave elevation is very similar on the 

windward side, on the leeward side the difference increases, especially at the fore and aft 
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zones, where the flow is more complicated. The difference is dramatic at the leeward side 

of the bow. 

The vortex cores detected in both cases are show in Figure 7-52. Apart from the 

fact that the number of vortices detected using 3rd order and DES is much greater, the 

main differences is that 2nd order-BKE approach creates two vortices in the windward 

side of the bow region, whilst the other approach only generates one and that the keel 

generates small vortices in the regions where it is sharp. When using 3rd order and DES 

these vortices do not appear. 

7.3.5 Effect of the grid refinement 

Since the values of the integral variables were discussed on the verification 

section, only the flows obtained using the different meshes are compared in this section.  

With respect to the wave profile, which can be seen in Figure 7-53, it seems to 

converge on the windward side, but the same is not completely true for the windward 

side. 

The vortex cores for the three meshes are shown in Figure 7-54. Only the main 

vortex, generated at the bottom of the bow, and the one parallel to the fore perpendicular, 

created by the flow turning the bow are detected if the coarse mesh is used. The 

refinement of the medium mesh results in the generation of more vortices, specially the 

one near the stern and two (as in the 2nd order case) on the windward side of the bow. 

Finally, the fine mesh shows much more vortices, one on them at the windward side of 

the bow. 
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7.4 Fr = 0.267, DES 

7.4.1 Time history of integral variables 

The flow obtained is, as expected, unsteady. The mean values of or the axial and 

lateral forces and for the yaw moment are shown in Table 7-7. 

7.4.2 Description of the mean flow 

The free surface is presented in Figure 7-55. The wave elevation is very similar to 

the one observed at Fr = 0.181. The main differences are the increase in the uneven 

elevation at the fore end between the windward and leeward sides and the complex shape 

of the bow wave due to the back flow coming from the hull. 

The same pattern as in the rest of the cases is observed. The flow stagnates near 

the bow in the windward region creating a bow wave. The flow coming from the stern, 

the bow and below the keel collides on the leeward side and another wave is formed, as 

shown in Figure 7-56. In this case the wave does not seem to be breaking. 

The bow wave presents backflow coming from the hull, as Figure 7-57 shows. A 

detailed view of the flow on that region is depicted in Figure 7-58. A stagnation point is 

detected at the hull and from it the flow is diverted, as shown by the separation line. 

Several vortices are detected in the zone. 

The flow pattern on the leeward side of the fore region is shown in Figure 7-59 

and Figure 7-60. The vortex core pattern is very similar to the one observed at Fr = 0.181, 

although, for this case, there are two whirls in the free surface and, as shown by the 

volume streamlines, the flow is more complicated. From the foremost of these whirls a 

vortex is generated. Even if the vortex does not seem to be generated at the tip end, it will 

be labeled “Tip Vortex (TV)” to ease the comparison with the rest of the cases. Pressure 

contours over the hull and surface streamlines are also shown to complete the description. 
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Figure 7-61 and Figure 7-62 show the mean flow pattern. The main difference 

between this flow and the flow at Fr = 0.181 is the number and shape of the vortices of 

the amidships region. Herein, the main directions of these vortices are horizontal, 

whereas they were vertical for Fr = 0.181. The FSV2 vortex is, compared with vortex 

FSV3 in the Fr = 0.181 case, much closer to ship hull. The Free Surface Vortex at the 

Stern (FSVS) is also present in this case, although it is shadowed by the much stronger 

vortex FSV2. 

To complete the description of the flow in the leeward side, several cross-sections 

by x-planes are presented in Figure 7-63, Figure 7-64, Figure 7-65, Figure 7-66 and 

Figure 7-67. 

7.4.3 Instabilities study 

The dominant frequency of all the force coefficients is 1.7, as shown in Figure 

7-68 for Cy. The oscillation is caused by the shedding of the FSV2 vortex. Figure 7-71 

shows its evolution over one period. St is calculated at point (x, y, z) = (0.898, 0.029, -

0.028): 

                                                          073.0
35.0

015.07.1
≈

×
=kSt  (7.8) 

which matches the universal St for Karman-like vortex shedding. 

7.4.4 Effect of the turbulence model used 

In this section, the results obtained using DES as the turbulence model are 

compared with those obtained the BKE model. For this case the flow obtained is 

unsteady for both turbulence models. The effect of the turbulence model is not as 

important as expected, since the main frequencies obtained have almost the same values. 

On the other hand, it has an effect on the main flow, as shown by Figure 7-72. In that 
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figure, it can be seen how the free surface changes in the fore zone. The fore part of the 

leeward side of the fore zone is left in air. The number of vortex cores detected is smaller 

when the BKE turbulence model is used, especially on the leeward side of the aft zone, 

where the flow is more complex. This can be seen in Figure 7-73 

7.5 Fr = 0.361, DES 

7.5.1 Time history of integral variables 

This configuration was expected to generate an unsteady flow and therefore the 

DES turbulence model was used and the calculation was carried out in time-accurate 

mode. As shown later, the high Froude number makes the flow leave the windward side 

of the hull without reattaching at the leeward side. This makes the flow quite simple and, 

more important, steady. The time history for Cx, Cy and CN can be seen in Figure 7-74. 

The converged values are given in Table 7-8. 

7.5.2 Description of the flow 

A general view of the free surface is presented in Figure 7-75. As expected, the 

flow stagnates in the windward side of the hull, near the bow. As the velocity decreases, 

the pressure increases, so the wave elevation is higher in this region. The flow has 

enough kinetic energy to pass the edges of the hull (bow, keel and stern) without 

reattaching to the hull. In this form, the whole leeward side of the model is on air, as seen 

in Figure 7-76. Of course, no real ship could bear this extreme situation, but in this 

simulation the hull is fixed, so it is not affected by the forces imposed on it. An 

interesting feature of the free surface is found, almost parallel to the hull, downstream. As 

shown in Figure 7-77, a big wave forms. The flow passing below the hull collides with 

the flow coming from the aft and fore ends of the hull so it decelerates and moves up, 

forming a wave that, based on the velocity vectors, breaks. The location of the wave is 
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fixed. Grid refinement and possibly a two-phase level set solver would be required to 

capture this wave more accurately. 

 The bow wave is also quite complex. Two bumps are formed, with the more 

distant from the hull breaking as shown in Figure 7-78. The details of the flow on the 

windward side of the bow can be seen on Figure 7-79 and Figure 7-80. Three vortex 

cores, plotted in yellow are observed. One of them, the largest, is more separated from 

the hull that the other two, which are formed at both sides of the major stagnation point. 

The surface streamlines in the grid surface closest to the hull, depicted in black in Figure 

7-79, help visualizing the separation and attachment of the flow. One attachment line 

starts at the major stagnation point, as shown by the pressure contour. The line continues 

in two opposite directions: to the bottom of the fore perpendicular and to amidships. An 

upper separation line forms near the free surface and runs almost horizontally. Flow 

coming from above and below this line collide at it and, in the separation point, is 

diverted to the bow or to amidships. 

Several volume streamlines show the influence of the vortices on the flow. It is 

noticeable how two streamlines, which are almost coincident in the far field, split near the 

vortex, roll over it and then follow different directions. The rest of the volume 

streamlines illustrate the flow around the other two vortices, close to the hull. A different 

view of the same issue is shown in Figure 7-80. This figure shows the velocity vector 

field on a cross section, x/L = 0.08, of the domain. The free surface is represented by the 

white line, and the contour represents the x-component of the vorticity. Only two vortices 

are present at this abscissa and can be seen as the extreme values (positive and negative) 

of the vorticity.  

7.6 Effect of the Froude number 

The increase of Fr from 0.181 to 0.267 has an important effect on the oscillation 

of the forces acting over the hull. The dominant frequency increases from 0.2 to 1.7 and 
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the secondary frequencies detected at Fr = 0.181 are not found for Fr = 0.267. However, 

the main features of the flow pattern do not change much except the alignment of the 

vortex cores at the amidships region. For this higher Fr, the strength of vortices is greater. 

For Fr = 0.361, the flow pattern changes completely from the previous results and 

no significant conclusions can be extracted. 
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7.7 Tables and Figures 

 

Cx Cy CN 

0.67 % 0.07 % 0.30 % 

Table 7-1: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES. Estimation of the iteration error.  

 dt = 0.01 (S3) dt = 0.00707 (S2) dt = 0.005 (S1) RG P     UG (%S1) 

Cx -4.956 × 10-3 -5.059 × 10-3 -5.107 × 10-3 0.466 0.735 1.53 

Cy 4.112 × 10-1 4.150 × 10-1 4.182 × 10-1 0.842 0.165 9.09 

CN -3.793 × 10-2 -3.833 × 10-2 -3.857 × 10-2 0.600 0.492 1.91 

Table 7-2: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES. Verification study for time step convergence.  

 Coarse Medium Fine RG P UG (%Fine) 

Cx -4.369 × 10-3 -5.107 × 10-3 -4.362 × 10-3 -1.01 - - 

Cy 4.170 × 10-1 4.182 × 10-1 4.186 × 10-1 0.33 1.057 0.073 

CN -3.907 × 10-2 -3.857 × 10-2 -3.531 × 10-2 6.52 - - 

Table 7-3: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES. Verification study for grid convergence. 

Cx Cy CN 

-4.351 x 10-3
 4.182 x 10-1 -3.665 x 10-2 

Table 7-4: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES. Converged values of integral variables. 
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Frequency (Hz) Magnitude (Cx ) Magnitude (Cy) Magnitude (CN) 

0.215 5.1 x 10-5 4.0 x 10-4 1.6 x 10-4 

0.430 1.3 x 10-5 4.4 x 10-4 1.9 x 10-4 

0.645 1.3 x 10-5 2.8 x 10-4 1.1 x 10-4 

0.860 1.4 x 10-5 1.2 x 10-4 4.2 x 10-5 

Table 7-5: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES, medium mesh. Main frequencies for integral 
variables. 

Approach Cx Cy CN 

2nd order, BKE -2.215 x 10-3 4.305 x 10-1 -3.864 x 10-2 

3rd order, DES -4.351 x 10-3
 4.182 x 10-1 -3.665 x 10-2 

Difference -49.1 % 2.9 % 5.4 % 

Table 7-6: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES and BKE. Converged values of integral values. 

Approach Cx Cy CN 

2nd order, BKE -1.073 x 10-3 4.115 x 10-1 -2.891 x 10-2 

3rd order, DES -8.413. x 10-4
 3.789 x 10-1 -2.542 x 10-2 

Table 7-7: 60˚, Fr = 0.267. Mean values of integral variables. 

Cx Cy CN 

1.093 x 10-2 4.515 x 10-1 -2.440 x 10-2 

Table 7-8: 60˚, Fr = 0.361, DES. Converged values of integral variables. 
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Figure 7-1: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES. Effect of the number of inner iterations on the fine 
mesh. 

 

Figure 7-2: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES. Time step convergence study using the medium 
mesh. 
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Figure 7-3: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES. Grid convergence study. 

 

Figure 7-4: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES. y+ values. 
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Figure 7-5: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES, fine mesh. Time history of force and moment 
coefficients. 

 

Figure 7-6: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES. Mean flow. Free surface (I). 
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Figure 7-7: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES. Mean flow. Free surface, leeward side (III). 

 

Figure 7-8: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES. Mean flow. Free surface, leeward side (IV). 
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Figure 7-9: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES. Mean flow. Free surface, bow wave. 

 

Figure 7-10: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES. Mean flow. Streamlines on bow region, 
windward. 
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Figure 7-11: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES. Mean flow. Cross section at x/L = 0.025. 

 

Figure 7-12: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES. Mean flow. Surface streamlines on windward 
side. 
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Figure 7-13: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES. Mean flow pattern on leeward side. Vortex cores 
and streamlines. 

 

Figure 7-14: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES. Mean flow pattern on leeward side of the fore 
zone. Vortex cores and streamlines. 
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Figure 7-15: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES. Mean flow pattern on leeward side of the fore 
zone. Detailed view with Q=100. 

 

Figure 7-16: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES. Mean flow pattern on leeward side. General view, 
Q=100. 
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Figure 7-17: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES. Mean flow pattern on leeward side. Aft zone, 
Q=100. 
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Figure 7-18: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES. Mean flow. Recirculation in free surface. 

 

Figure 7-19: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES. Mean flow volume streamlines. 
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Figure 7-20: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES. Mean flow in leeward side. x/L = 0.1. 

 

Figure 7-21: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES. Mean flow in leeward side. x/L = 0.3. 
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Figure 7-22: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES. Mean flow in leeward side. x/L = 0.5. 

 

Figure 7-23: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES. Mean flow in leeward side. x/L = 0.7. 
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Figure 7-24: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES. Mean flow in leeward side. x/L = 0.9. 

 

Figure 7-25: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES. Mean flow in leeward side. z/L = -0.01. 
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Figure 7-26: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES. Mean flow in leeward side. z/L = -0.02. 

 

Figure 7-27: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES. Mean flow in leeward side. z/L = -0.04. 
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Figure 7-28: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES. Mean flow in leeward side. z/L = -0.06. 

 

Figure 7-29: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES, medium mesh. Time history for integral 
variables. 
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Figure 7-30: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES, medium mesh. FFT for integral variables. 

 

Figure 7-31: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES, medium mesh. Mean flow. z/L=-0.002. 
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Figure 7-32: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES, medium mesh. z/L = -0.01. Evolution of the main 
vortex. 

 

Figure 7-33: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES, medium mesh. Q criteria. Evolution of the main 
vortex. 
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Figure 7-34: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES, medium mesh. Topology of the evolution of the 
main vortex. 

 

Figure 7-35: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES, medium mesh, z/L = -0.01. Evolution of the stern 
vortex. 
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Figure 7-36: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES, medium mesh, z/L = -0.025. Evolution of the 
flapping vortex. 

 

Figure 7-37: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES, medium mesh. Topology of the evolution of the 
‘flapping’ vortex. 
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Figure 7-38: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES, Evolution of the surface streamlines close to the 
hull on the stern region. 

 

Figure 7-39: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES, medium mesh. Mean flow. z/L=-0.002 (II). 
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Figure 7-40: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES, fine mesh. Time history of force and moment 
coefficients. 

 

Figure 7-41: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES, fine mesh. FFT of force and moment coefficients. 
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Figure 7-42: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES, fine mesh. FSV3 vortex. FFT of pressure. 

 

Figure 7-43: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES, fine mesh. FSV3 vortex. Flow pattern evolution. 
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Figure 7-44: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES, fine mesh. KAV vortex. FFT of pressure. 

 

Figure 7-45: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES, fine mesh. KAV vortex. Flow pattern evolution. 
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Figure 7-46: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES, fine mesh. Variation of frequency of the Tip 
Vortex, St. 

 

Figure 7-47: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES, fine mesh. Variation of frequency of the Tip 
Vortex, Stx. 
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Figure 7-48: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES, fine mesh. Recirculation region. 

 

Figure 7-49: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES, fine mesh. LES regions. 
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Figure 7-50: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, 2nd order-BKE. Time history for integral variables. 
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Figure 7-51: 60˚, Fr = 0.181. Wave profiles from 2nd order–BKE and 3rd order-DES. 

 

Figure 7-52: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, Vortex cores for 2nd order–BKE and 3rd order-DES. 
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Figure 7-53: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES. Wave profiles for different meshes. 

 

Figure 7-54: 60˚, Fr = 0.181, DES. Vortex cores for different meshes. 
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Figure 7-55: 60˚, Fr = 0.267, 3rd order-DES. Mean flow. Free surface (I). 

 

Figure 7-56: 60˚, Fr = 0.267, 3rd order-DES. Mean flow. Free surface, leeward side 
(II). 
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Figure 7-57: 60˚, Fr = 0.267, 3rd order-DES. Mean flow. Free surface, bow wave. 

 

Figure 7-58: 60˚, Fr = 0.267, 3rd order-DES. Mean flow. Streamlines on bow region, 
windward. 
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Figure 7-59: 60˚, Fr = 0.267, 3rd order-DES. Mean flow at leeward side of the fore 
zone. Vortex cores and volume streamlines. 

 

Figure 7-60: 60˚, Fr = 0.267, 3rd order-DES. Mean flow at leeward side of the fore 
zone. Pressure contour and surface streamlines. 
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Figure 7-61: 60˚, Fr = 0.267, 3rd order-DES. Mean flow pattern. Q=200. General 
view. 

 

Figure 7-62: 60˚, Fr = 0.267, 3rd order-DES. Mean flow pattern. Q=200. Aft zone 
detail. 
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Figure 7-63: 60˚, Fr = 0.267, 3rd order-DES. Mean flow at leeward side. x/L = 0.1. 

 

Figure 7-64: 60˚, Fr = 0.267, 3rd order-DES. Mean flow at leeward side. x/L = 0.3. 
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Figure 7-65: 60˚, Fr = 0.267, 3rd order-DES. Mean flow at leeward side. x/L = 0.5. 

 

Figure 7-66: 60˚, Fr = 0.267, 3rd order-DES. Mean flow at leeward side. x/L = 0.7. 
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Figure 7-67: 60˚, Fr = 0.267, 3rd order-DES. Mean flow at leeward side. x/L = 0.9. 

 

Figure 7-68: 60˚, Fr = 0.267, 3rd order-DES. Time history of Cy. 
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Figure 7-69: 60˚, Fr = 0.267, 3rd order-DES. FFT of Cy. 

 

Figure 7-70: 60˚, Fr = 0.267, 3rd order-DES. FFT of pressure at point (x, y, z) = 
(0.898, 0.029, -0.028). 
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Figure 7-71: 60˚, Fr = 0.267, 3rd order-DES. Evolution of vortex FSV2. 

 

Figure 7-72: 60˚, Fr = 0.267, 2nd order-BKE. Mean flow. 
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Figure 7-73: 60˚, Fr = 0.267, Effect of turbulence model in mean flow. 
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Figure 7-74: 60˚, Fr = 0.361, DES. Time history of integral variables. 

 

Figure 7-75: 60˚, Fr = 0.361, DES. General view of the free surface. 
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Figure 7-76: 60˚, Fr = 0.361, DES. Free surface, leeward side. 

 

Figure 7-77: 60˚, Fr = 0.361, DES. Free surface, breaking leeward wave. 
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Figure 7-78: 60˚, Fr = 0.361, DES. Free surface, bow wave. 

 

Figure 7-79: 60˚, Fr = 0.361, DES. Streamlines on bow region, windward. 
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Figure 7-80: 60˚, Fr = 0.361, DES. Cross section at x=0.08. 
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CHAPTER 8. SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND EFFECT OF DRIFT ANGLE 

This chapter sums up the results obtained for different drift angles, which were 

reviewed in detail in previous chapters, so the effect of the variation of the direction of 

the incoming flow on the forces acting on the ship and the flow generated can be 

highlighted. With respect to the effect of the Froude number, it was already studied 

separately for every drift angle in which different Fn were considered. 

The verification and validation procedures for the results of the lowest drift angle 

-10º- provided very good results. In addition, special emphasis was put in the verification 

of the results of the highest -60˚- angle in order to overcome the limitation imposed by 

the lack of experimental data for that setup. The conclusions obtained from the 

verification and validation studies support the accuracy of the results, even for the 

intermediate angles, since they are placed between those for which verification is 

performed. 

 The values of the force and moment coefficients obtained for the different drift 

angles are summarized in Table 8-1. As expected, the axial force coefficient, Cx, 

decreases as the drift angle increases. It was surprising to find a negative value for 60˚, 

but it is explained by the complicated shape of the free surface near the hull. The increase 

in magnitude of the lateral force coefficient, Cy, and the yaw moment coefficient, CN, 

with the drift angle is also understandable, as the flow encounters a bigger obstacle as the 

angle increases. It is noticeable that the absolute value of CN is bigger for 45º than for 60 

degrees. A graphical representation of these values is included in Figure 8-1. 

The effect of the drift angle on the wave profile can be seen in Figure 8-2. The 

evolution in the windward side is quite clear. As the drift angle increases, the Wigley hull 

becomes a bigger obstacle, the ‘wavy’ form is lost and the elevation increases. On the 

other side of the hull the evolution of the wave profile is a bit different. Although the 

decrease of the mean elevation of the wave is continuous as the drift angle increases, at 
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30 and 45 degrees, the wave is, surprisingly, more sinuous than at 10 or 60 degrees. In 

fact the minimum elevation of the wave, near the bow is lower for those intermediate 

angles than for 60.  

The drift angle obviously affects the way the flow overcomes the obstacle caused 

by the presence of the hull. Figure 8-3 shows the direction of the axial velocity on the 

free surface for all the drift angles considered. For the lowest angle, 10̊ , the hull is 

almost aligned with the incoming flow and therefore the disturbance caused is very small. 

The vortices generated at the free surface are little and stay very close to the bow and the 

stern. As the angle increases, those vortices and the regions with negative axial velocity 

gain size and, finally, for the maximum drift angle, 60̊, a layer of negative U covers all 

the leeward side of the hull. For this large angle the flow turning around the fore 

perpendicular is not pushed towards the hull so much as it was for smaller angles. As a 

result, the streamlines extend further on the leeward side and, after reaching the stern, 

turn back and fill the ‘gap’ near the bow. This full recirculation of the flow generates two 

opposite currents at the leeward side, creating an unstable configuration that generates the 

instabilities described in previous chapters. 

Regarding the flow pattern generated, the main feature, apart from the free 

surface, is the vortical structure -depicted in Figure 8-4- generated by the sharp edges of 

the hull. Table 8-2 shows a summary of different vortical structures and instabilities at 

different flow conditions. The TV –tip- vortex, generated at the bottom of the fore end, is, 

in all the cases studied, the principal vortex. Its position downstream varies from case to 

case, being more separate from the hull as the drift angle increases. 

The vortices present at the free surface (FSVB, FSVS, FSV1, FSV2 and FSV3) 

have a simple geometry and for small drift angles they are only found near the aft and 

fore ends of the hull (only FSVB and FSVS are detected). However, as the angle 

increases their shape becomes more complex - specially the fore vortex FSVB, which 
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interacts with the tip vortex TV- and new vortices (FSV1, FSV2 and FSV3) are 

generated, with increasing recirculation on the free surface. 

Keel vortices, generated by the abrupt change of direction imposed to the flow at 

this region, grow in strength and number as the drift angle increases from 10 –where only 

KV is detected- to 30 degrees –where KV1, KV2, KV3 and KV4 are found-. This 

alteration is logical, since the change of direction of the flow gets bigger as the drift angle 

increases. However, at 45 degrees only one keel vortex –KV- is generated and none is 

found at 60 degrees. Two features, the interaction of the shed vortices and the bigger 

recirculation in the leeward side, explain this behavior. 

Unsteady flows where generated only for large -45 and 60 degrees- angles. Even 

for 30 degrees, the flow surprisingly remains steady. For the 45 degree case the 

unsteadiness is caused by the oscillation of the tip vortex –TV- and the shedding of the 

Karman-like vortex –KAV-, which is found for the first time at this angle. Finally, when 

the drift angle is increased up to 60 degrees the flow generated becomes extremely 

complex and is very difficult to isolate a repetitive pattern. The shedding of the KVA 

vortex is also detected in this case. 

Figure 8-5 and Figure 8-6 show cross-sections of the leeward side domain for the 

different drift angles considered. As discussed before, the flow pattern does not change 

much when the drift angle is shifted from 10 to 30 degrees. Vortices grow and move 

slightly away from the hull, but the flow only varies a little at the fore and aft limits, as 

the vortices gain size. However, things change considerably if the drift angle is increased 

further, to 45 or 60 degrees. As seen in the figures, the tip vortex is shifted much more 

from the hull and the intermediate region is filled by the flow coming from the bow to the 

stern and then going back the fore zone. As a result, the flow in this intermediate region 

becomes much more complex and, in fact, instable. 
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Finally, Figure 8-7 shows how the streamlines that pass close to the edges of the 

hull vary with the drift angle, especially how for the bigger angles the change in direction 

of the flow coming from below the keel is less abrupt. 
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8.1 Tables and Figures 

 

Drift angle Froude 
number Cx Cy CN 

10˚ 
0.181 4.493 x 10-3 4.203 x 10-2 -8.148 x 10-3 

0.267 5.055 x 10-3 4.345 x 10-2 -8.570 x 10-3 

30˚ 0.181 8.613 x 10-4 2.272 x 10-1 -3.341 x 10-2 

45˚ 0.181 -2.173 x 10-3 3.739 x 10-1 -4.512 x 10-2 

60˚ 

0.181 -4.351 x 10-3 4.182 x 10-1 -3.665 x 10-2 

0.267 6.422 x 10-4 3.822 x 10-1 -2.656 x 10-2 

0.361 1.093 x 10-2 4.515 x 10-1 -2.440 x 10-2 

Table 8-1: Summary of integral variables for simulated cases. 
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α Fr Vortical structures Instabilities 

Karman 

k
k

S

f hSt
U

=  

Tip vortex (St) 

0

fLSt
U

=  

Tip vortex (Stx) 

( )
0

origin
x

f x x
St

U
−

=  

10 0.181, 
0.267 

APV, FSVB, FSVS, KV, 
TV 

Steady flow 

30 0.181 FSV1, FSV2, FSVB, 
FSVS, KV1, KV2, KV3, 

KV4, TV 

Steady flow 

45 0.181 AV, FSVS, KAV, KV, TV 0.08 (KAV) 1.8-12 1-4.3 

 

60 

 

0.181 

KAV, TV, FSVB, FSV1, 
FSV2, FSV3, FSVS 

0.074 (KAV)  

3-2 

 

0.45-1.35 
0.078 (FSVS) 

60 0.267 TV, FSVB, FSV1, FSV2, 
FSVS 

0.073 (FSV2) N/A N/A 

Table 8-2: Summary of different vortical structures and instabilities.1

 

 

 

                                                 
1   fk – frequency for Karman instability, h – half width of the wake, US – velocity at the 
separation point, L – ship length, x – distance along vortex core, U0 – free stream velocity.  
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Figure 8-1: Fr = 0.181. Effect of drift angle in force and moment coefficients. 

 

Figure 8-2: Fr = 0.181. Effect of drift angle in wave profile. 
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Figure 8-3: Fr = 0.181. Effect of drift angle in the free surface. Streamlines and ‘u’ 
magnitude 
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Figure 8-4: Fr = 0.181. Effect of drift angle in the vortex cores and free surface. 
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Figure 8-5: Fr = 0.181. Effect of drift angle in the flow at the leeward side (I). 
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Figure 8-6: Fr = 0.181. Effect of drift angle in the flow at the leeward side (II). 
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Figure 8-7: Fr = 0.181. Variation of significant streamlines with the drift angle. 
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CHAPTER 9. CONCLUSIONS 

Thanks to the quite large number of simulations, which span over several drift 

angles and Froude numbers and include verification and validation studies, the following 

conclusions may be gathered. 

First of all, the capability of the code used, CFDSHIP Iowa, to carry out time-

accurate simulations of extreme unsteady ship maneuvers has been shown. In particular, 

merit should be given to the unsteady single-phase Level Set method, which has been 

able to capture very complex geometries of the free surface. Free-surface tracking 

methods could have not been used for these simulations, since the wave slopes detected 

where in many cases greater that the operational limit of these methods. In addition, it has 

been shown that using a DES turbulence model in unsteady simulations highly improves 

the results obtained. The geometry selected, the Wigley hull, although quite simple, 

generates complex flows for large drift angles, mainly due to the sharp edges of its 

geometry. These flows are complex enough to assess the capabilities of the code and 

therefore the simulation of flows around actual ship hulls under similar conditions. 

Vortical structures and instabilities for the Wigley Hull with free surface as a 

function of α and Fr have been qualitatively identified. A large range of α from 10 to 60 

degrees has been investigated with quantitative V&V for α = 10̊  and only verification for 

α = 60̊ due to the lack of expe rimental data. V&V at 10˚ shows reasonable grid 

uncertainty interval with validation interval achieved at 2.46% of the fine grid solution. 

Larger grid and time uncertainty at 60º suggest that finer grids are desirable at large α. 

Nonetheless, the current grid is sufficient for the objective of this study. Evaluation of 

numerical schemes at α = 10˚ shows that the 3 rd order numerical scheme slightly 

improves the results near the wave crest and trough obtained with the 2nd order scheme. 

Overall analysis of the flow pattern shows a strong correlation between the vortical 

structures and free surface wave pattern. 
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Karman-like vortex shedding is identified and the scaled St agrees well with the 

universal St value. Tip vortices are identified and the associated helical instabilities are 

analyzed. St using the hull length decreases with the increase of the distance along the 

vortex core (x), which is similar to that observed for a KVLCC2 without free surface [60] 

and delta wing [13][14]. However, St scaled using distance along the vortex cores shows 

strong oscillations compared to almost constants for [60][13][14]. The difference may be 

caused by the effect of the free-surface, grid resolution, and interaction between the tip 

vortex and other vortical structures, which needs further investigations. More than one 

Froude number has been evaluated for 10˚ and 60˚. At α = 10º the effect of Fr is not 

significant as the only noticeable difference is the increase in the vortex strengths. 

However, at α = 60º, the effect is more important. Although the main vortices retain their 

structures, the number and shape of the vortices in the amidships region change when Fr 

is increased from 0.181 to 0.267. They become more aligned to the x-axis at Fr = 0.267. 

This study is exploratory in the sense that finer grids are desirable and 

experimental data is lacking for large α, especially for the local flow. More recently, high 

performance computational capability of V4 has been improved such that large scale 

computations are possible. DES for DTMB 5415 with Bilge keels at α = 20º were 

conducted using three grids with 10M, 48M and 250M points [48]. DES analysis for 

flows around KVLCC2 at α = 30º is analyzed using a 13M grid [62] and compared with 

the results of DES on the 1.6M grid by [60]. Both studies are consistent with what was 

concluded on grid resolution herein since dominant frequencies for shear-layer, Karman-

like, horse-shoe and helical instabilities only show marginal variation on grid refinement. 

The penalties of using coarse grids are smaller frequency amplitude and less resolved 

TKE. Therefore finer grids should be used to improve V&V for resolving most of the 

active turbulent scales for all different Fr and α, which hopefully can be compared with 

additional EFD data for large α when it becomes available. 
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ANNEX 1. UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS 

1.1 Overview 

The need for assessment of quality of the results from CFD is nowadays 

inarguable, since it has become a tool in engineering design. This need has accelerated 

the development in verification and validation (V&V) procedures to estimate the errors 

and uncertainties in CFD simulations. 

Despite its importance and interest, there is still not a unique standard procedure 

adopted by the whole CFD community. Here, the procedures proposed by Stern et 

al.[49], documented and applied by Wilson et al. [57] and improved by Wilson et al. [56] 

are adopted. These procedures provide a heuristic method to estimate simulation errors 

and uncertainties, based on EFD uncertainty analysis. A brief summary of the procedures 

follows. 

1.2 Methodology 

The simulation error Sδ is defined as the difference between a simulation result 

S and the truth T and is composed of additive modeling SMδ and numerical SNδ errors. 

 SNSMS TS δδδ +=−=  (1) 

Hence, the simulation uncertainty US has to components: modeling uncertainty 

USM and numerical uncertainty USN : 

 222
SNSMS UUU +=  (2) 

Certain conditions allow estimates of both the sign and magnitude of the 

numerical error as: 

 SNSNSN εδδ += *  (3) 
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 where *
SNδ  is an estimate of the sign and magnitude of SNδ  and εSN is the error in that 

estimate. The corrected simulation value provides a numerical benchmark SC defined by: 

 *
C SNS S δ= −  (4) 

with error equation 

 SNSMCS TS
C

εδδ +=−=  (5) 

and corresponding uncertainty equation 

 222
NSSMS CC

UUU +=  (6) 

where 
CSU  is the uncertainty in the corrected simulation and NSC

U  is the uncertainty 

estimate for εSN. 

Verification is a process for assessing simulation numerical uncertainty SNU  and, 

when conditions permit, estimating the sign and magnitude ∗
SNδ  of the simulation 

numerical error itself and the uncertainty in that error estimate NSC
U . Numerical error 

decomposes into contributions from iteration number Iδ , grid size Gδ , time step Tδ , and 

other parameters Pδ , which gives the following expression for the simulation numerical 

uncertainty: 

 2 2 2 2 2
SN I G T PU U U U U= + + +  (7) 

For situations when the solution is corrected to produce a numerical benchmark 

CS , the estimated simulation numerical error *
SNδ  and the corrected uncertainty NSC

U  are 

given by: 

 * * * * *
SN I G T Pδ δ δ δ δ= + + +  (8) 

 2 2 2 2 2
C C C C CS N I G T PU U U U U= + + +  (9) 
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Validation is the process for assessing simulation modeling uncertainty SMU  by 

using benchmark experimental data and, when conditions permit, estimating the sign and 

magnitude of the modeling error SMδ  itself. The comparison error E is given by the 

difference in the data D and simulation S values 

 ( )D SMA SPD SNE D S δ δ δ δ= − = − + +  (10) 

where SMδ  has been decomposed into the sum of δ SPD, error from the use of previous 

data such as fluid properties, and δ SMA, error from modeling assumptions. To determine 

if validation has been achieved, E is compared to the validation uncertainty UV given by 

 2 2 2 2
V D SN SPDU U U U= ++  (11) 

If |E| < VU , the combination of all the errors in D and S is smaller than UV and 

validation is achieved at the VU  level. If UV <<|E|, the sign and magnitude of E=δ SMA 

can be used to make modeling improvements. For the corrected approach the equations 

become: 

 ( )C C D SMA SPD SNE D S δ δ δ ε= − = − + +  (12) 

 2 2 2 2 2 2
C C CV E SMA D SPD S NU U U U U U= − = + +  (13) 

1.3 Procedures 

The overall CFD V&V procedures can be grouped into four consecutive steps: 

preparation, verification, validation and documentation. 

Verification needs parameter convergence studies using multiple solutions (at 

least 3) with systematic parameter refinement by varying the kth input parameter kx∆  

while holding all other parameters constant. Iterative errors must be accurately estimated 

or negligible in comparison to errors due to input parameters before performing accurate 

convergence studies. 
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Changes between medium-fine 

 
21 2 1

ˆ ˆ
k k kS Sε = −  (14) 

and coarse-medium 

 
32 3 2

ˆ ˆ
k k kS Sε = −  (15) 

solutions define the convergence ratio 

 
21 32k k kR ε ε=  (16) 

and to determine convergence condition where 
1

ˆ
kS , 

2
ˆ

kS and 
3

ˆ
kS  correspond to solutions 

with fine, medium, and coarse input parameter, respectively, corrected for iterative errors. 

Three convergence conditions are possible: 

• Monotonic convergence: 0 < kR  < 1 

• Oscillatory convergence: kR  < 0 

• Divergence: kR  > 1 

For the first case, generalized Richardson’s extrapolation (RE) gives an estimate 

of kU  and
CkU . For the second condition, uncertainties are estimated simply by 

attempting to bound the error based on oscillation maxima SU and minima SL, i.e.: 

 ( )1
2k U LU S S= −  (17) 

The divergence condition does not allow estimation of errors and uncertainties. 

For monotonic convergence, generalized RE is used to estimate the error 
1kREδ ∗ due 

to selection of the kth input parameter and order-of-accuracy pk 

 21

1 1k k

k
RE p

kr
ε

δ ∗ =
−

  (18) 

 32 21
ln( )

ln( )
k k

k
k

p
r

ε ε
=  (19) 
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Correction of equation (18) through a multiplication factor Ck accounts for effects 

of higher-order terms and provides a quantitative metric to determine proximity of the 

solutions to the asymptotic range 

 21

1 1 1k k

k
k k RE k p

k

C C
r
ε

δ δ∗ ∗  
= =  − 

  (20) 

where the correction factor is 

 
1

1
−

−
=

estk

k

p
k

p
k

k r
r

C  (21) 

and 
estkp  is an estimate for the limiting order of accuracy as spacing size goes to zero and 

the asymptotic range is reached so that 1kC → . When solutions are far from the 

asymptotic range, kC  is sufficiently less than or greater than 1, only the magnitude of the 

error is estimated through the uncertainty kU   
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When solutions are close to the asymptotic range, kC  is close to 1 so that ∗
kδ  is 

estimated using equation (20) and 
CkU is estimated by 
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Validation needs comparison of simulations with benchmark EFD data, including 

experimental uncertainty estimates UD. If the three variables UV, |E|, and Ureqd 

(programmatic validation requirement) are considered, there are six combinations. For 

three cases, VUE <  and validation is achieved at the UV level, but for only one of these 

reqdV UU <  so that validation is also achieved at Ureqd. In these cases, attempting to 
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estimate modeling errors SMAδ  is not feasible from an uncertainty standpoint. For the 

three other cases, VUE >  and using the sign and magnitude of E to estimate δ SMA is 

feasible from an uncertainty standpoint. In one of these cases, reqdV UEU <<  so that 

validation is successful at the |E| level from a programmatic standpoint. 
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